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Bound to the tree, Dick was helpless:' Two redcoats raised their iiiuslrets to re.
a shout was heard from the other side of the water. Some .Liberty Boys had
suddenly appeared. "Fire and you die!" one of them shouted.
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The Liberty •Boys Island Retreat
FIOHTINO WITH THE SW AMP FOX
By HARRY MOORE.

I

"Oh, ;r mean Marion. They call him the Swamp Fox.
Do you know where he hides himself?"
"Whoever heard of a fox marryin' ?" contemptu~usly.
DICK SLATER A:::--D THE REDCOATS.
·I" A fox ain't a human critter. Reckon you must b
A boy sat on the bank of a little creek emptyii:ig into foolish."
·
the Santee River one pleasant afternoon in August, :fishing
A bird began to sing somewhere in the branches oYerand evidently day dreaming, for he paid little attention to . head.
the :fish that _swam about his hook a:1d nibbled at his bait, I "General :Marion, you idiot!" stormed the captain.
nor to the fhes that buzzeu. a?oi::t his bronzed face. . .
"Don't you know who General Marion is? One of the
As he sat there, apparently m idleness, a boat contammg cleverest and slipperiest rebels in all the South."
four. or five redco~ts came into .the creek: the oarsmen 1 "Thought you said he was a fox. Now you call him a
holdmg water out m the stream Just opposite.
rabbit. 'l' hem aren't the same at all."
"Do you live here, boy?" asked one of the redcoats, a
The bird began to sing again, and louder than before.
captain with a pompous air.
"Not
a rabbit, you fool! A rebel!" impatiently. "Don't
"Of course not," the boy answered, looking up. "This
you
know
what a rebel is? Have you never heard of Genis only a :fishing-hole."
eral
Marion?"
"I mean do you liYe about here somewhere?" the cap"Who did he marry?" anc1 the boy pulled out his line
tain corrected.
with
a little fish on it.
"Then why didn't you say so?" pulling in his line.
1
"Do
you know anything?" growled the captain.
" 1'PD, do you?" sharply.
"Answer my question!"
"Yes,
I reckon I do, " and the boy threw the fish toward
iVhat do you want to know for?" meeting one questhe water, but so carelessly that it struck the redcoat
tion with another.
in the face.
'·You must know the region pretty well?"
"Here, be careful what you are about!" the captain
"Reckon I do," and the boy baited his hook and threw
it in again. "I know I won't catch no fish here witlt that stormed. "Go on, this fellow knows nothing."
The redcoats began to row, and the boy on the bank
boat scaring away even the minnows. What you want here,
anyhow?"
gave his line a cast to throw it well out over the stream.
·
The hook caught the captain's wig, however, while the
"Do you know where the Liberty Boys hide themselves?"
bird in the branches overhead sang louder than ever, and
"Who's them?" carelessly.
"You don't know who the Liberty Boys are?" in a tone was answered by other birds, all singing vigorously.
of surprise.
Away went the redcoat's wig and his hat as well, and
then suddenly a peal of laughter was heard, not from the
"Donno as I do."
"Then, can you tell me where the Swamp Fox has his boy on the bank, but up the creek, and then a boatload of
boys in Continental blue and buff came in sight, followed
hiding-place?"
"There's plenty of them, and I've ketched 'em. Want by anofuer and then another.
There were more of the boys in either of the three boatsto buy a pelt ?"
CHAPTER I.
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than there were of the redcoats, and thei:e were seized with
sudden panic.
The captain ordered the men to row back in haste, and
they shot off down the creek and toward the riYer in a great
hurry, the officer ca:ring nothing for hi hat and wig now.
"After them, boys!" said the boy on the bank. "And
see where they go, if you can."
".:\..11 right, Dick," returned a handsome-looking boy in
tl1e uniform of a first lieutenant, his face bronzed from
<exposure to the weather, and health and strength showing
·n eYery line.
A way went the redcoats, and after them went the boys
i n uniform, who were some of the very Liberty Boys whom
i he captain had asked about.
They were a band of one hundred sterling young patriots,
-who 1ycre now in South Carolina, fighting with General
n Francis Marion, the famous Swamp Fox, their camp being
<0n an island in the Santee, well hidden from observation,
anc1 care.fully guarded from appTOach by the enemy.
The supposed stupid boy on the bank was no other than
'Dick Slater, the captain of the Liberty Boys, and it was
h e who had called Bob Estabrook, the first lieutenant, by
imitating the call of a bird, such signals being common
among the troop.
Dick Slater was a master of disguises, and could so
chrmge his expression as to make himself perfectly unrecognizable, except to those who knew him thoroughly.
The boys in the boat gave chase to the redcoats, who
made all haste to get away, presently reaching the Santee
,,mc1 going down, having an encampment not half a mile
bel ow, which the boys could see.
The boys did not pursue them very far, being satisfied
-with having driven them away, and then returned to where
-<Dick was sitting on the bank, waiting for them.
" Vi'e made them get out, Dick," said Bob, with a laugh,
. when they came along, some of them landing. "They went
d own the riYer. They have an encampment about half a
mile below. We did not go all the way, but just till we
-could see it, when we came back."
"That was all right, Bob," quietly. "1Yere there many
()f them?"
"A fair number, judging from the tents which we saw,
but there may have been more Eack from the river."
"Were they all infantry, Bob, or part caYalry ?"
"As far as we could see, there were no cavalrymen among
ihem, but, as I say, there might be more back of the bank.
There were no boats to speak of, and I suppose the one
they had was one they picked up somewhere, probably
from one of the Tories living.hereabouts."
"We must look out for them, Bob, for they knew a good
many of the hiding-places on the river and in the swamps,
~nd would quickly betray us to the redcoats if they dis-covered our island retreat."
"That they would, Dick," decidedly, "and we must find
-0ut who they are and be prepared for them."
"I think I will go down that way and spy upon them,
.Bob,·, obsened the young captain, after a moment's
-thought. You boys can return to the camp, keeping a
·watch on the river and on the creek on the way, and then
:Bend out a parfr or two if you think it necessary."
"All right, Dick."
The boys then ,rent back to th e riYer. but rowed up in~

~tead of down, while Dick hid his fishing tackle under a
bush and set out for the camp of the enemy.
The boys in the boats had gone up the creek, and Dick
knew that they were not far away when the redcoats had
appeared, and that he could easily summon them, which
he had done by the bird signal.
He had some idea- that there were redcoats about and
had waited to sec if they would appear.
Reaching a rough road, which ran now alongside the
river and now a little back of it, while occasionally it ldt
it well to one side, Dick walked on till he met a roughlooking man in a shabby litle cart, drawn by a shabbier
little horse.
"Good eYening !" said Dick. "How far might it be to
the camp?"
"W1iat camp was you meanin' ?" the man asked, by way
of reply. "Not the rebels, was you?"
Dick knew by the answer that the man was a Tory,
and took a good look at him without seeming to do so.
The patriots did not call themselves "rebels," and Dick
had asked the question in order to satisfy himself as to
the man's standing.
"Shucks, no'! I don't want to see no rebels," he answered. "I"m loyal, I am," but he did not say to what he
was loyal. "Did you see any of our sogers ?"
"Yes, a right smart lot of 'em down the rQad a bit."
"How far, half a mile?"
"1\fought be hafl'er a mile, mought be furder, I didn't
maisure it. Goin' that way?"
"Reckon I am. Good eveJAing, judge!" and Dick trudged
on, whistling a tune.
The man in the cm:t drove on, b• looked back in a moment to see if Dick were proceeding, and then shortly drew
rein, jumped out and stole slyly along the roac1.
Dick knew that he was being followed, his hearing
being very acute, but he showed no sign of it, and as he
reached a little log cabin around a bend in the road he
walked up to the door and entered.
"Huh! I reckon he's a rebel ai·ter all!" he heard the
Tory say.
Not seeming to have heard, however, he went in and said
to a young girl who came forward :
"Sssh ! Don't talk too loud. There is a Tory listening and watching."
"I don't see any one, captain," the girl said, looldng out.
"No, he is hiding, but we will see him presently."
Dick and the girl went inside, and in a few moments
the sound of cartwheels was hea;rd, and Dick looked out,
cautiously.
Thea he saw the man in the little cart drawn by the little
horse, going back toward the camp at good speed.
"Do you know him?" he asked.
"Yes, that is Bill Hoover, as big a Tory as there is ,about
here."
"HaYe you a. suit of boy's clothes you can give me, Prudence?" asked Dick. "This man knows me in these
clothes. and so do the redcoats, and I am going to their
camp."
"Ye , there is a $Uit of my brother's, quite different
from those, that you are welcome to."
"Let me have them and I will change at once."
Prudence Andrews was a good patriot girl, whom Dick
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knew well, a she had given the Liberty Boys information
of the enemy more than once, and was always ready to
help them.
She quickly brought out a suit of brown homespn, Dick
wearing homespun breeches and a buckskin shirt, and in a
few minutes the change was made and the young captain
went on.
When not far from where he judged the camp to be he
heard the sound of wheels, and stepped into the bushes at
one side of the road.
-..,___
In a few moments he saw a horse a.nd eart go by, driv~m
~- by the man be bad met on the road.
"The felJow has wen to the British camp and has told
them to look out for a boy with gray homespun breeches
and buckskin shirt," he said to himself, " ·and so they will
never notice a boy in brown."
. The Tory having gone on out of sight, Dick proceeded,
and at length reached the enemy's camp.
He was glad he had come, because it was large!' and co11r
tained more men than Bob had suspected, the greater part
of it being back from the river, out of sight from it.
There were other boys and men walking about the camp,
and Dick had no trouble in entering, although he noticed
that the sentry looked at him as if trying to place him.
"Hoover bas told them of me," be thought. "Well, let
them look. They won't know me in this disguise."
He walked on, carelessly, looking around him in the
curious fashion common to country boy.s, but not appearing to see very much and arousing no suspicion.
In a few minutes he had a very good idea of the number
of men in the camp and of the different corps, seeing infantry and cavalry, some Hessians in addition to the reg.. ulru.·~, and a number of Torie's.
"They haYe a considerable force here," he said to himself, "and J am gljld I came. Of course, Bob could not
get too cloEe, his boys being in uniform, and my journey
here was necessary, therefore."
Walking on, he saw the captain whose hat and wig he
had hooked on the bank of a creek, _approaching with
three or four under-officers.
"We mm,t learn where the young rebels have their
camp," the captain was saying. "That boy knows, I am
r"~! ~ Hoover will try to hunt them out, for he knowP
- - - the country hereabouts very well."
.
Dick walked on as carelessly as ever, making no move
to turn out for the captain, who said to him, sharply, without recognizing him:
"Now, then, JOU young cub, where nre your manners?
Get out of the way when you see your superiors coming!"

CHAPTER II.

now

DICK KEPT HIS WORD.

"Huh ! excuse me, gen 'ral, but you look so :fine I never
thought o' gettin' out'n your way, but just stared at yer,"
said Dick, in a high key as he stepped aside. "Jerusha !
but you do look scrumptious ! I reckon the king hisself
don't look no better."
Dick had been thus daring in order to make certain
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that the officer did not kn-,w him, and now he was satisfied.
that he did not.
The captain laughed and said to the others :
"This is a boy of the neighborhood, perhaps he will find
out what we want tu know."
"You live hereabouts, do you, boy?" asked a young li~utenant.
"I surely do, colonel !" Dick replied.
"Do you know where the Liberty 'Boys have their camp?'"
"Yes, but I wouldn't dasfor go near it, 'cause they'vegot fellers on the watch an' they'd shoot me quick as look
at me," said Dick, in a :frightened. -tone.
"Talk to him, Winslow," saitl the captain. "See if you.
can find out where it is."
"Would you E.ke to e.arn half a crown?" asked the lieutenant, taking Dick aside, where there was no one passing.
"Shouldn·t wonder if I did," with a laugh. "What you:
want me to do? Folks ain't givin' away rnone) fur notbin',.
I reckon."
"You shall have half a crown if you tell me where the
Liberty Boys have their camp, and a crown if you will showus just where it is."
"It's up the river, colonel. You know the crick up here
a piece?"
"Yes, very well. We were there just now."
"Wull, that ain·t the place. You gotter go furder."
"We saw some of the young rebels coming down the
creek in boats. Their camp is not there, then?"
"No, that
't it. My sakes ! if they lmowed I told
yer they'd give me a dretful hidin'. Mebbe I better not
say anythin' about it," in a frightened tone .
"But you would not tell the rebels, would you? Yoi.:.
are no rebel?"
"No, I ain ·t, but them fellers is dretful peart, an' you
donno now but what some on 'em mou,ght be listenin' t<>
u13," looking around in a terrified manner.
"There is no . one here who would tell the rebels what.
we are saying, boy, so don't be afraid. The camp is not
on the creek, then ?"
"~o, it aiu·t; it's up the river. Do ye mind a halfsplit ycamore about ha:ffer a mile up, on t'other side?
,rull, that ain·t the place. You gotter go a-past that on
this here side, past the red barn, an' just this side o' the
cypress swamp, an' then turn off to the west'ard, go a
piece, an' then out in to'ard the no'th, an; there ye are.'~
"H'm! that's about as lucid as swamp mucl !" muttered
the officer, in disgust. "Can't you tell it any clearer than
that?"
"Why, that's plain enough," in surprise. ''I 'could go
there with my eyes shut arter that. I dassn't go too close to
'em, 1cause they'd shoot me as quick as a wink if they was
to see me. Them fellers knows me like theirselve~, an"
I gotter be careful."
"Well, but how far is it to the camp of the young
rebels?"
")Vull, I reckon it's a right ~mart to it. maybe more'n
that. It's a couple o' hollers an' then anofoer, I reckon.'"
"A couple of hollows?" greatly puzzled. wwhat do you
mean?"
"Wull, you go as fur as ye kin holler an' then ye go as
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iur ag'in, an' arter that ye keep on goin' till ye come to
it," said Dick, speaking in all seriousness.
"Yes, but how far can you make yourself heard?"
"Fur's I kin see, I reckon."
"Well, but that is very indefinite. Couldn't you guide
us there? That would be better."
"Show ye where it is, ye mean?"
"Yes; go there with us."
"I reckon I mought take a few on ye, an' then .you uns
could tell it to the rest on 'em."
"That would do very well. How many would you want?"
"Oh, quite a few, dozen, I reckon; you an' the gin'ral
and some more. Ye mustn't let them Liberty Boys see me,
though, 'cause I'd catch it hot if they did."
"\Ve will look out for that," laughing. "What time do
you think it would be best to go ?"1
"Ye'd wanter get ther about dusk, I reckon. You know
a log cabin, haffer mile up the road?"
"I fancy we can find it," with a laugh.
"Wull, you meet me there, you an' the rest on 'em, 'bout
sundown, or before, an' I'll take ye there."
"Very good, we will be there. Have a look around the
camp, if you like. Here's your money. You will be there,
without fail?"
"I surely will, an' then I'll show ye more Liberty Boys'n
you ever suspected seein'. If I ain't there just on the
minute, you ast fur Jim Wiggins," and Dick bit the coin1
:rmt it in his pocket and walked away, carelessly.
"If I can catch a dozen or so of those fellows there will
be just so many the fewer to fight," he s.aid to himself. ,
Then he walked about, getting a good dea of the position of the camp, its weak points and other matters, and
at length made his wa.y toward the guards.
He saw Hoover coming toward him, the man having evidently returned for something, but passed him without
being suspected.
"That fellow means mischief," he thought, "and must
be watched. I'd like to know what brings him back so
soon."
He stopped as if to look at some men drilling, and then
turned his head slightly and saw the Tory go into a tent
net far away.
Turning, he walked carelessly toward the tent and heard
· Bill Hoover say, with an air of satisfaction:
"I'm pooty tol'able suttin that I know wheTe the young
rebels is, and I can take ye there after dark when they
won't be watching."
"Where are they, Bill?" asked some one.
"Up the river about a mile, in a swamp. I saw some
of them come out of it, ,an' I'm sa's:fied that's the place."
"All right, we'll go there."
"And not find any of the Liberty Boys," ·thought Dick,
as he walked back and made his way out of the camp.
The sentries had seen him entei·, knew he was privileged,
and they made no objection to his leaving, never suspecting
that he was one of the most daring young spies worlring in
the came of independence.
"Bill thinks he has found the place and the captain
thinks he will," he thought, as he went on at a swinging
pace, quite unlike his former ungainly walk, "and perhaps
we can attend to both pa.rties. I have not much time to
lose in order to get to the camp and wa.rn the boys to be

on the watch. for me with the redcoats, and then send a
party to the swamp to pick up some more of them."
Hurrying on, he at length reached the log cabin and
saw Prudence at work within.
As he stepped forward the girl saw him _and came out,
saying:
"I'd like to lmow what makes Bill Hoover so busy today? He has been past the cabin three ti:rhes this evening."
"He has been to the redcoat camp," said Dick. "I left
him there, in fact, but I must hurry on, as. I have woTk
to do. I will keep this suit, as I am going to meet thern
near here before long. They think that I am going to
take them to our camp."
"But you wouldn't do that?"
"Only as prisoners," with a laugh.
Then Dick hurried on, reached the river, founcl a boat
which he had hidden there, and went on up the stream at
a good rate.
The Liberty Boys were at the island retreat, and Bob
and all of them were glad to see him again and anxious to
hear what had happened since they had left him at the bank
of the creek.
Dick quickly told them how he intended to capture the
redcoats, and then said to Bob :
"Bill Hoover saw some of the boys come out of the
swamp below, and he thinks that that is our camp. He is
going there after dark to lead a party of redcoats to it.
If you can capture some of them, do so, but, a.t any rate,
give them a scare."
"All right," said Bob. "They are going after dark?"
"Yes, but in . the meantime, Mark and a party of the
Liberty Boys will capture me and a dozen of the redcoats
at the log cabin, OT near it, where Prudence Andrews
lives."
Mark Mouison was the second lieutenant of the Liberty
Boys, one of the bravest of them all, universally liked, ancl
·
thoroughly trusted by Dick.
Mark was eager to undertake the task of capturing the
redcoats, and he soon set out on horseback with a part_y
of twenty or more of the boys, all well mounted and ready
for any adventure.
__,...,
Dick had already gone ahead, mounted on a fine 01a \
Arabian, captured from the enemy some years before, and
which he had named Major.
Before reaching the log cabin, he dismounted, left his
horse in the bushes and went ahead.
It was j L1st at· dusk, and he had passed the cabin when
he heard the tramp of horses, and in a few moments the
c_a ptain and a dozen redcoats rocle up.
It was light enough for the redcoats to recognize him,
and the captain said:
"So you've come, have you? You are sure of the
·
place?"
"Sure I'm sure, captain," promptly. "Come on and I'll
show you where it is, all right."
"Get np with one of the men, then, so as to save time."
"Oh, I've got a horse back there a piece, but I didn't ·want
to fetch him here, 'cause some folks know him, an' they
might want to take him away from me, and then they'd
suspect what I was up to and tell some one."

_
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"Well, hurry, then, for we do not want to be too long
on the way."
It was a daring piece of business to show Major to the
redcoats, as many of them knew him, but Dick judged that
it would be dark enough by that time for the horse to escape recognition.
"Very good," said the captain, and Dick ran on ahead,
leading the redcoats past the log cabin, and on along the
road.
The gloom was increasing, and there were many trees
and bushes now, so that when Dick led Major out and
11iu®led him, going ahead of the redcoats, no one noticed
whether his horse ·was black or brown or roan, or any other
color, except white.
On went Dick, and at length he heard a signal from
l\Iark, who, with his boys, was waiting at the side of the
road where it was a bit wider than befo,re, ready to pounce
out upon the redcoats.
Dick repeated the call and dashed ahead.
Then, with a loud shout, the gallant boys bore down upon
the enemy, closing in upon them and making many prisoners.
At the first alarm the captain suspected that a trick had
been played upon him and dashed off at one side into the
woods, calling upon his men to follow.
Not all were able to do so, however, and seven or eight
were taken, including the young lieutenant, who had talked
with Dick during the afternoon j11st passed.
The captain got away, but was obliged to leave his horse
behind him, the animal not being good enough for much,
howe,er, as he was one of the small Carolina horses. which
stood little chance in a charge against the larger and heavier northern horse8.
Four or fhe men got away in addition to the captain,
but the rest were taken off to the island retreat, Dick joining the boys in the march.
When they reached a point on the road where it was
lighter, the young lieutenant recognized Dick, and said,
with some chagrin:
"We should have known you, even in disguise. You are
not an ordinary-looking boy, and we have seen you before."
Dic_k suddenly assumed a stupid look, humped his shoulders, seti ,r;il _dnwn in his saddle, looked cross-eyed, and
, . %::t drawimg, high-keyed voice not at all like his om1:
"Wull, I reckon I'm Jim Jinkins now, an' you uns
:wouldn"t think I was Dick Slater, no more'n nothin', by
gum!"
i
The redcoats fairly gasped at the change in Dick, and the
lieutenant who had seen the transformation and now saw
Dick as ume his own attitude and natural appearance, said,
in astonishment:
"I would not have believed it possible! I do not wonder now that you were able to deceive us."
"I sa.id I would show you our camp," Dick returned,
with a smile, "and I will. Of course, I did not tell vou
that you would go there as my prisoners."
·
"The young rebel is a very clever boy," said a sergeant,
riding near the lieutenant.
"Thank you for the compliment, sergeant," replied
Dick. "You make one error, however. We are not rebels,
we are patriots, fighting for our country and our homes.
When you Britons. did the same against foreign invaders,
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you did not call yourselves rebels, and you were not.
Neither are we, for we have the same ca use that you had."
The redcoat made no answer, and the march continued.

CHAPTER III.
CAPTURING A TORY.

It was dark when the boys reached the point whence they
took boats for their island refreat, and the redcoats could
not see enough of the place to be able to tell anything
about it in case they made their escape that night.
They knew that they halted somewhere in the woods;
that they dismounted and were then put in boats, but
whether they went up or down, or how far, the · could not
tell, finding themselves suddenl.t at a camp with fires burning and boys in uniform sitting or standing around, but
whether it was an island or another part of the main, in a
swamp or on hard ground, they were unable to judge.
"We will have supper now," said Dick to the lieutenant. "I am sorry not to be able to offer the hospitality
of our camp to your captain, as I had anticipated.
"And I have no doubt that Captain Hawksley is just
as well satisfied not to be here," returned the lieutenant,
drily.
"However, it is more than likely that you will have company," Dick continued, "as my lieutenant has gone to meet
a party of your men who have an idea of attacking our
camp, It is nowhere near here, so I think the enemy will
be disappointed."
"Will ye have supper now, captain, dear?" asked a rosycheeked, pug-nosed, freckled-face Irish boy, now coming
forward.
"Yes, Patsy. There is some doubt when the lieutenant
will return, and so we will not wait for him."
"All roight, sor," said Patsy Brannigan, the Irish Liberty Boy and company cook. "Sure, it's not often ye
do be sittin' down ·to supper with redcoats, but as long
as it's in yere own camp it don't matther so much."
"You should be fighting for the king, my lad, and not
against him,'i said the lieutenant, -with a smile.
"An' for what raison, sor ?" asked Patsy, quickly.
"Because you're an Irishman."
"l\Ian, dear, that's the Yery raison wh? Oi sh'ud be
foightin' ag'in um. Sure, Oi wor trated as bad in Oirland
as he wants to trate the Amerikins here, an' that's why
Oi j'ined thim. We wor felly sufferers, do ye moind, but
sure Oi'll always foind the Brannigans on the soide of
the oppressed, but sure Oi'll not kape ye waitin' for yere
supper, for Oi cud talk on that thame all noight."
"Ya ! und on some oder vuns, I bet me !" put in a fat
German boy, a good two hundred pounds in weight. "You
was all dose dimes dalking, und off it don'd was one ding
it was anoder, ain't it?"
·
"Go on with ye, Cookyspiller, sure Oi've no toime to talk
to ye now. Wait ill Oi'm not busy," and Patsy ran off to
serve the supper, Carl Gookenspieler, his fast friend and
constant companion, following to give him what help he
could.
Tl~ boys had finished their suppers, Lieutenant Winslow
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being Dick's guest, and were employi_pg themselves in Yarious ways, when the whippoorwills began to call in the
bushes at a lively rate, some o_f the boys getting up and
going forward, much to the lieutenant's surprise.
"Your boys don't expect to catch those birds, surely,
captain?" he asked.
"Those birds are some of the Liberty Boys signalling,"
laughed Dick. "Do you remember the boy fishing on the
bank this afternoon and the birds singing overhead? They
were not all birds. I was one and the boys in the boats
were others."
"But you were not there, surely, captain? That was another ·boy."
'
"No, jt was myself, and I hooked the captain's wig.
Later I followed you, getting another disguise on the way."
"Why, you amaze me ! I th@ught it was an,other boy
entirel:)7.»
"No, it was myself, bt1t neither you nor the captain,
nor Bill Hoover knew me, and I did not want you to.
If you had, I could not have spied on your camp and
fou11d out what I did."
Just then there was some stir i:n the bushes, and Bob
Esta,b:rook and a number of the boys came forward, with
half a dozen redcoats.
"I could not get any more, captain," laughed Bob.
"Hoover was there and took fright at the first sign of
danger, giving the alarm and running like a deer. The
redcoats were double our number, but they had an idea
that there was a regiment of us, and they fled without
fiFing a shot. We bagged six of them, but got nothing
better than a corporal."
"Sure, thin, he'll be company for meself," laughed Corporal Patsy Brannigan . "How are ye, corporal? Sure,
it's glad Oi am to see ye in the camp, an' it's more of
ye Oi'd have loiked to had entirely."
The prisoners were taken away and put under guard
with the rest, it being Dick's intention to send them to
General Marion in the morning, to be later sent to General Sumter to be held until exchanged.
'The redcoats were all very much surprised at the orderly
camp they found, having an idea that the "rebels," as they
called the young patriots, lived in hovels, in holes in the
ground and in unwholesome swamps, having no comforts,
being poorly clad and badly fed, and that they were little
better than savages, in fact.
They were greatly surprised, therefore, to find a wellappointed camp, neatly dressed boys, plenty to eat, good
places to sleep and a discipline as good as their own, their
preconceived idea of the plare and the condition of the
boys being entirely at variance with the reality.
"I don't see but that your camp is as well ordered as
our own, captain," declared the lieutenant, as he sat with
Dick and the two young lieutenants before the fire after
the prisoners had been disposed of, and Bob had had his
supper. "I see but little difference."
"There is only 0Ile difference that I would like," said
Dick, quietly.
"What is that?"
"I would like to have as large a force as your own,"
with a smile.
"You are not acting independently entirely, are you,
captain?" the lieutenant asked.

IFox--2"No;as hewe isarecalled.
fighting with General :Marion, the Swamp
They sometimes call us the swamp
muskrats, and we do as much mischief, eating our way
into your camps whenever we can and running off with
your supplies, yes, and men," with a laugh.
"Is J\farion near here, then? I thought he was far
away."
"Yes, he is not far distant, but many are not awa:re
of it. The fact is, that one never knows except Marion
himself where he is going to be next. Y 011 will see him
in the morning, but after that· there is no telling where he
will be by night. Perhaps miles away, falling upon :tJnte
party of the enemy who have no expectation of seeing him."
"I fancy that the Liberty Boys have somewhat the same
wo.y of moving rapidly from place to phtce, so that no one
ever knows just where to find you.''
"We are much that way," said Dick, laughing. "In
fact, I have taken a good many ideas from General }iarion, imitating his rapidity of motion, hiding my camp in
unsuspected places, and in gaining the complete confidence
of my boys."
"It is a pity that you are a reb"l, with your ability, cap
tain."
"But I have told you that I am not a rebel. You Britons
never will seem to remember that. We are simply fighting against tyranny, as you have fought against it in times
past, and we mean to throw off the yokes as you threw it off.
We are not• rebels, we are patriots, fighting in the most
sacred cause in ,rhich man ever engaged."
"I cannot doubt your sincerity, at any rate, captain,"
gravely. "You are certainly in thorough earnest."
"I' am glad that you see that, and do not call us fanatics
and idiots and other disagreeable names as some of you
do," smiling.
"Yes, I know they do, and I did the same. Since I have
been in your camp I have changed my views."
"Then we ought to have taken more of your men, Lieutenant Winslow," laughed Bob, "so as to conv,ert them to
your way of thinking.''
"I am afraid you would not do it," smiling. ":Many of
them are too deeply grounded in their opinions to change."
"I should- call it obstinate," muttered 1\Iark, drily.
When it grew later, the sentries wer~·- tr l and the
camp gradually became more and more , quiet,
-~
dying out, till at last all was dark and still, only the swish
of the water and the rustle of the trees being heard., with
the occasional tramp of a sentry for change.
As the boys had their camp on an island, there was httle""'
chance of an enemy approaching, and yet it was possible
for Tories to come along in boats, discover the place and
make its location known to the enemy, the boys keeping a
watch for just such persons.
The island 'IVas well hidden, however, and it was possible to come quite close to it without knowing that it was
there, the boys' camp being in the center, out of sight
from the main shore.
Hoover and other Tories knew many of the haunts of the
riYer and its tributaries, but Dick was certain that very
few, if any, knew of the island retreat, and he meant to
keep its location a sec1;et as long as he could.
There were no :fires alongshore and those in the inteTior
could not be seen from the main or even from the river,
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but there were sentries patrolling the shore, and these kept ITebels come out on us an' it wasR't thejr camp at all.
a sharp lookout for enemies of any sort, being ready to I Wonder how they knowed we was comin', anyhO\r-?"

sign31l to the rest if any were seen.
It was quite late, and the moon, now nearly a week beyond the full, had risen, casting its golden light along the
water and lighting the tree-tops, deepening the shadows
under the bank and making weird shapes of the trees and
bushes along shore.
Ben Spurlock was watching the shore when he heard the
sound of oars.
He imitated the sound of a fish jumping out of water
as a signal to the nearest Liberty Boy, and a few moments
later, as the sound grew mote distinct, gave the cry of a
_heron.
'' 1 don't know who would be coming along at this time,"
he thought. "It is both too late and too early for fishermen, and, therefore, whoever is coming must be some one
trying to find our camp."
He waited a minute or two, and then saw a punt with a
single occupant glide out into the moonlight.
The man in the punt was Bill Hoover, and the craft
was as small anc1 shabby as his horse an.cl cart, being leaky
and clumsy, and as dirty as he was himself.
"Consarn 'em!" Ben heard him mutter, as he propelled
the clumsy craft, peering here and there into the bushes
along shore, "where in time be they, anyhow? I 'lowed
I could find 'em easy as rollin' of!-'n a log. They cain't
_...have no fires, 'cause I don't see no sign on 'em."
Frogs we:re croaking and herons calling, and the Liberty Boys, who ,,ere making these signals, were approaching cautiously, hoping to get hold of the Tory and put an
end to his spying.
Dick had been warned that the Tory was coming, and
he was presently on hand, peering out from a thick bush
as the boat came on, the moon 1 as it rose, showing it and
i-es occupant more plainly.
"Confound 'em!" muttered Hoover. "I'd orter see something on 'em if they're up this here way. 'Pears ter me I
never was up this crik, an' I Teckon I know the river putty
good. That cain't be a island? Gerushy ! I wonder if it
is? That'd be just the place for them young rebels! Drat
them herons, what a noise they make!"
Dick was signaling to the boys, and now the light of a
fire, evidently stirred by the breeze, was seen at a little
distance. ,, ..,.., , . :::.l'ry "1.'IJ-iurber, Harry Judson and Jack Warren had
just made it, being 8ignaled to clo so by Dick.
The young captain wished to lure the Tory on shore,
and he knew that the appearance of a fire would be as sure
a way as any.
"Gosh! there's one now!" the man muttered. "This
here is the place, sure enough. I gotter make sure o' that.
They got them redcoats, all right, but they didn't get me,
an' they won't."
The frogs croaked and the heron cried, anc1 now the
muttering of voices could be heard, the fire burning up a
little brighter.
"Shouldn 't wonder if them was the fellers," the Tory
said to himself, "but I done getter be sure afore I kin
fetch tlie rNlcoats here, or they'll say I didn't know nothin'
about it, like they done this evenin', when them pesky

The hum of voices was he.ard more distinctly, and the
fire showed bright. The TOl'y be-ing sure now that he had
found the hiding-place of the LibeTty Boys.
"I don't make out who them fellers is," he snarled,
steering the punt in toward shore, "an' I gotter afore I
kin fetch the redcoat here. It won't take more'n a minute to get there and see who they be."
He shoved his crazy punt forward, brought it alongside
the bank and then, taking a bit of rope, made fast to a
cleat in the bow of the punt, took a hun with it around a
sapling and stepped on shore.
The Yoices of the boys grew louder and the flame arose
hig1Jer, luring the Tory on to his capture.
"Gosh! I gotter make sure," he muttered. "I bet a
apple it's them fe,llers, arter all."
He took three or four steps in the clirection of the fire,
and then felt himself suddenly seized and heard some one
say:
"You've won your bet, Hoover. Come up to the ca1np
of the Liberty Boys. You'll :find some of your friends
there."
"Jerushy !" gasped Bill Hoover, and tried to get away,
but found it ntterly impossible.

I

CHAPTER IV.
A LESSON FOR TORY SPIES.

Greatly· to his disgust and astonishment, Bill Hoover
found himself a prisoner among the Liberty Boys, bl1t
greater still were both these feelings when he found that
the fire which he supposed to be in the camp was nowhere
near it.
"You are too troublesome to have at large, Bill," declared Dick, as Bill was taken away, the fire being put out,
"and so we thought we would take you in charge. Take
him away, boys."
When Bill saw the real camp and realized that he had
not seen it at all, he was in a rage clear through, and
growled. angrily:
"You fellers are nothin' but a lot o' cheats! That wasn't
your camp at all what I seen, an' you uns was just prow.Jin'
around, seein' who ye mought devour, like the heathen."
"What were you doing, Bill?" laughed Ben. "You were
not prowling, were you? You were not trying to :find. out
where our camp was so as to tell the redcoats, were you?
Oh, no, you were just grung home after class-meeting!"
with a laugh .
"I was goin' :fishin', that's all. I hadn't 110 notion o'
:findin' yer ole camp, never said nothin' about it," growled
Bill, as he looked about and saw the tents and the fires and
a number of Liberty Boys, and knew that he was in the
camp and not likely to get out of it until the young patriots were ready to let him go.
Bill had a rifle and hro pistols, but there was no sign
of :fishing tackle either about him or in the punt, and the
boys knew well enough that he had been looking for their
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camp so as to tell the redcoats and bring the latter down
upon them.
Bill wa.s put in a tent under guard, his weapons being
taken from him so that he might do no mischief, the boys
leaving him to go to sleep or not, as he chose.
"What shall we do with him, Bob?" asked Dick, as he
and his two lieutenants sat in front of his tent, the :fire
shedding a cheerful light all around. "It is not worth
while to hang him, and we don't want to feed a lazy, shift-less fellow like that."
"Give him a good thrashing and let hjm go," replied
Bob. "He won't come back. They never do, these Tories, when we give them a good sound switching."
"If you could catch another and make the two whip
Gach other," suggested Mark, "it would make the thing
aure, for each would be afraid of the other's looking for
revenge, and they wouldn't come within miles of the Santee."
"I think, myself, that he might return if the boys
·should give him a whipping," said Dick, "and as for catching another, there is some doubt about that, as Bill is the
first Tory who has come anywhere near the spot."
"Well, we've got him," laughed Bob, "and now we don't
know what to do with him. We don't want to saddle
Marion with him, nor can we put him on Sumter. He is
a spy, and yet he is not."
"I don't know," murmured Dick. "He tried to lead the
redcoats to our camp and he would have hunted around
till he had found it and then told the redcoats if we had
not caught him. I think he is a spy, and yet hanging is
too good for the rascal."
"'I'hen what are we going to do with him?" in a puzzled
tone.
"I think I shall be able to settle the question before
' long, Bob," in a quiet tone.
The camp soon became quiet again, and there were no
more signs of enemies till after daylight.
Then, shortly before sunrise, Sam Sanderson, watching
the river, saw a boat coming along and evidently heading
toward the island.
There were two rough-looking men in it, ancl as they
came nearer, Sam heard one of them say:
"Bill donno nothin' ! He toted the redcoats off down
the river to ketch the rebels, an' I 'low that this here place
is the right one. It ain't everybody as knows it, but I tell
yer it's just the place fur the rebels, just on that account,
an' I reckon if we go on careful we'll see 'em. Then all
we getter do is ter tell the redcoats, an' they'll smoke the
rebels out an' give us a lot o' money."
Sam had signaled to the nearest boys when he perceived that the men were coming toward the island, and
now, as they came nearer and seemed to be looking for a
place to land, he signaled again.
Bill Hoover's punt had been concealed in the bushes,
but this was at a different point and nowhere in sight of
the other.
"Don't seem to be no sign of a camp, Jake," muttered
one.
"Wull, mebby it's back in the trees somewheres an' we
cain't see it."
"But I don't see no :fires nor nothin' like there'd be if
they was a camp about."

"I reckon it ain't time yet, an' that's why. You just
listen ter me, Bud. The rebels are .got their camp here, I'm
tellin' yer, an' I'll prove it. .All yer gotter do is ter go
careful an' not make no noise, an' you'll see 'em dreckly."
".All right, an' then we'll get away, tell the redcoats, an'
make a fool o' Bill Hoover."
There were several of the Liberty Boys in the thicket
now, keeping themselves concealed so as not to alarm the
two Tories, as they undoubtedly were, Dick being with
them and waiting to give the word to the rest.
The Tories landed, tied up their boat and crept cautiously forward, listening and peering through the bushes
as if in search of some hidden foe.
.All at once half a dozen boya in blue and buff arose in
front of them, and they started back only to :find as many
more between them and the water, with their muskets
leveled at them.
'(We have been looking for you Tories," said Dick, stepping out. "Seize them, boys!"
The Tories were seized and disarmed before they could
realize that anything liad happened:
"You're mistaken, captain," said Jake. "We ain·t no
Tories, we're just as good rebels as you uns."
!,
"You are friends of Bill Hoover's," replied Dick, "and
we know what sort of man he is."
"Bill Hoover is a mean skunk an' no good, an' ii I had
him here I'd take the hide off'n him!"
"Well, we will give you a chance in a few minutes/r
laughing. "Go fetch Bill Hoover, Sam and Will."
The Tories looked unpleasantly surprised, as Sam Sanderson and Will Freeman ran oif to get Bill Hoover.
1
"Bill Hoover ain't no friend o' mine, I tell yer, capting," declared the other Tory, "an' we're just as good
rebels as you be. We've :fit in the army, we have."
"Don't you know that we do not call ourselves rebels
at all, you men?" returned Dick. "If I hadn't known
you for what you are, that speech would have told me. You
are Tories, and you were trying to :find our camp so as to
betray us to the redcoats. I heard what you said, and we
have .been on the lookout for fellows just like you. Get
one or two of our own boats, boys, and cut some good,
stout switches."
While two or three of the boys held the men, the ·others
went off to get the boa.ts and cut switches, Dick having
determined to take the Tories to the mainland and then
release them, after giving them a thrashin0 ,~rt , ~\.~ 1 J
be a lesson to them and keep them from venturing near the
island retreat again.
•.
The men looked uneasy, and presently began to beg Dick
to let them go, protesting that they had simply come to _
the island to look for foxes and rabbits, and that they had
no intention of betraying the boys.
"You men have betrayed yourselves," said Dick. "You
were heard planning what you were going to do and make
Bill Hoover out a fool. Well, you were all foolish to venture near this place, especially if you thought that it was
our hiding-place, for you ought to know that we would
be on the lookout for just such fellows."
The boys presently returned, Paul Benson, one of them,
saying:
"The boats are on the shore, captain, and the switches
also."
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haive brough t you some prisoners, but I don't suppose you
that I know," declared Bob, "and i£ it amuses them we
will care to keep them long "
may as well let them do it."
"Not unless you have brough t a supply of provisions with
Reaching the camp at last, the boys crossed over to the
you, captain ," smiling. "We are rather short for ourisland, taking their horses with them, Dick telling Bob
selves at present. I can offer you sweet potatoes only. what
he had learned from .:Marion.
However, the men are welcome to our fare for a short
"That is ,ery good," deolared Bob. '·The rndcoats are
time."
making themselves decided nuisances, and the sooner we
The British lieuten ant saluted, recognizing that the little let
them know that they are unwelcome here and that we
general was a man of ability, for all his shabby appearance
intend to driw them out, the better it will be for us."
and the primiti ve appointments of his camp, and said:
"'IYe have gotten rid of some of their Tory guides, at
''We are quite satisfied with what does foT you and any
rate, and perhap s of all," rejoine d Dick, "as this
your men, general, and you will hear no complaint from
place is not generally known, and now if ,re can disperse
ua."
the redcoats in the immediate neighborhood we will l.e in
The general smiled and went aside with Dick, the pris- no
danger of disco,e ry and can sally out on the enemy at
oners being told to make themselves comfoTtable.
any i.ime."
Dick told Marion of the attemp t of the Tories to lead
"We will not be bothered with Bill Hoover, at all e,ents, "
the redcoats to his camp and of the presence 0£ the enemy muttere
d Bo).). "That fellow is a sneak, and I believe he
in the neighborhood.
would sell out the redcoats i£ he could get a price, ju t as
"I imagine that there will be more, shortly, general ," quick a.s he
would bring them down llpon us."
he went on. "These are some of Watson's command, and
"Y cs, and so wol1ld the other~. Bill ha offended the
I think that Tarleto n is not far . away, from what I could
two that we had in hand this morning, and they ha,e no
learn while in their camp. Our island retreat is a safe lore for
him."
place, for even the Tories do not lmow of it, but I think
"~o, but I don·t think we will see any of them," with a
that an advance upon the redcoats would have a great laugh.
"They must have dusted each other's jac..1-ets in
effect in keeping both British and Tories quiet for a fine s.h.ape,
from all accounts."
spell."
"They didn't have any," drily.
"Then we will make one, captain. "I will dispose of
"No, that's so; they were peeled down to the ·kin. Well,
your prisoners to Sumter and cend you word when I shall
it
started their blood in circulation, I'll be bound. "
want you to join me in an attack on the enemy."
Along
in the afternoon, Dick took a boat and went a~ross
""Very good, general. I will hold myself and the Liberty
the river, intendi ng to do some spying upon the Tories
Boys in readiness to move at any time."
Dick did not remain long in the camp, but shortly went and see if there were any of them about, and if they wer
away with the boys, saying to the lieuten ant, just before up to any mischief.
Hiding the boat under the bank, where no oDe woul
he left:
be
apt to find it and take it away, Dick looked oYer to the
"I trust that I may see you again, sir, and that when I
do you will have modified your views e,en more than at island, where there was no sign of a camp, and went on
present. You will have no reason to complain of your through the woods toward the road.
"Very few would take that for an i?land at all," he
treatme nt while with General Marion, and you will find
that 'rebels' are not such uncouth creatures as you have though t, "but would think it were a woodei.1 point. From
here you cannot see the river between it and the main. It
been told they are."
The heuten ant smiled, but merely said good-by to Dick, is certainly a very well-chosen place for a camp, and there
and the boys ,rent away, making better time in getting out is little danger of the other '11 ories finding it, and none
of the swamp than in enterin g it on account of not having whatever as regards the redcoats."
'•
the· redcoats to look after.
He was making his way rapidly rts J.ti-tt>a~·a nd t'Oods, step~
"There will be something for us to do before long, boys," ping over a fallen trunk here, arnicr/ , ,;e tg '. · . 1
·,
,
'"e I unncr
Dick observed as they left the swamp and galloped along thcrP, when he suddenly heard the soul!t,
'rees.
the road. "Mario n will attack the redcoats in a short
The tones and inflection told him in a momen t that the ,.
time and we shall be with him."
strange rs were redcoats, and he stepped quickly back be"That is good news," replied R0b Havilan d, "althou gh hind a tree, unwitti ngly putting his foot upon
a snake,
we have not been idle by any means since we have been in which he had not noticed.
our island retreat, thanks to the Tories and these redcoats
The creature began to wiggle ,iolcntl y, and Dick, fearin our neighborhood."
ing rattlesnake,;, jumped aside.
"Still, these have not been more than skirmishes, little
This brough t him in sight of the redcoats, as he suppractice battles, " laughed Ben Spurlock, "and what we posed them to be,
and they set up a shout at sight of his
want is a good big fight, where we can do something anr1 Lluc uniform.
make the redcoats feel that we are not just a lot of 'saucy
They had been adYancing, and now they came on rapidly
young rebels,' as they are so fond 0£ calling u?."
aN1 from two directions.
"You can't get them to call us anythin g else," chuckled
Dick recognized Captain Had:,:l ey as the leader of the
Sam Sanderson. "When an English man becomes grounded party in an
imtant , and knew that the man would make
in any particu lar habit it is impossible to get him out 0£ it, eYcry effort
to capture him.
anrl it is useless to try."
"B~- George! there is the ra,cally young rebel now!" the
"It doesn't hurt us to be called 'saucy young rebels,' captain cried,
loudly. "After the rebel, do not let him
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It was an easy gunshot distance from one shore to the
esca,pe ! Shoot him, if uecessary ! He is worth as much
and the r<:idcoats were not as safe as they evidently
other,
·
dead as alive!"
d they were, from their careless attitu.des.
Dick hurried towaird the boat} hoping to get it in time suppose
"I asked you where the Liberty Boys had their hidingto escape the redcoats, bnt unfort11nately caught his foot
place ?" said Hawksley.
in the trailing root of a tree and was thrown.
"Yes, I know you did," carelessly.
By the time he got up the redcoats were all around him
"Aren' t you going to answer me?"
with their muskets leveled at his head.
am not," with quiet determination.
"I
Boys'
Liberty
the
He imitate d the cry of a hawk, one of
"Suppose I order my men to shoot you if you do not?"
signals of danger, and then stood, with his arms folded,
will make no difference."
waiting for the enemy to come on, the captain saying, · "It
"Ha! you are an obstinate fellow! We are bound to
angrily:
place, and you a.re ·only sacrificing your life for
"Shoot the rebel if he attempts to escape! He has a find the
g/' angrily.
hiding-place somewhere hereabouts, and we will make hlm nothin
may find out where it is before you know it, and
"You
-tell us where· it is."
in a very unpleasant manner ," though t Dick, making no
_j)jck imitate d the sound of a hawk again without being
reply.
detected, the redcoats evidently thinkin g that a real bird
sky.
"Aren' t you going to answer?" growled the captain, in
had made it, as some of them looked up to the
to
him
"Bind
an angry tone, and with considerable impatience.
"Seize the villain !" growled Hawksley.
know,
to
want
we
all
"I told you I would not," calmly. "Why do you waste
out
find
the tree. We will ,ery soon
matter ?"
for the ruffian will not be willing to give up his miserable so many words~over ,a very simple
It is a waste of time
rebel!
"Ha! you are right, you
life for the sake of keeping silence."
aim!"
take
.
on,
sternly
Attenti
Dick,
and woTds.
"Spare your abuse, you bragga rt!" said
The redcoat captain shot an angry glance at Dick, and
"What can it avail you to vent your spite and ugly temper
set
you
e
exampl
looked toward the opposite shore, where something
of
then
sort
the
upon a prisoner? Is that
for he looked surprised.
your men? Lieuten ant Winslow could set you and them seemed to attract his attention,
.
helpless
was
Dick
Baund to the tree,
a better one. He at least was a gentlem an."
fire.
to
s
musket
their
now
s
raised
s
redcoat
Two redcoat
Hawksl~y colored crimson, and two of the
side of the creek.
other
the
from
from
e
heard
was
distanc
shout
a
short
a
Then
tree
a<lvanced and bound Dick to a
appeared.
ly
sudden
had
Boys
Liberty
Some
the bank.
"Fire µrid you die!" they shouted .
There were eight or ten British in the party, who had evii-sland
There w-ere iwo boats on the other side now, and more
dently been out scouting and had approached tlre
it.
g
seemed to be coming, if the ripples on the water meant
retre'at of the Libert.y Boys without knowin
to
captain
the
anything.
snarled
!"
rebel
"Keep a watch on the
temper
a
shor.t
as
have
to
seemed
who
s,
Where theY liarl come from the redcoats had no idea.
o of the redcoat
pres~
will
"We
g.
anythin
for
went
looks
if
The redcoats on the bank arose quickly and abandoned
as his own,
tongue
his
their careless attitudes.
ently see whether the scoundrelly rebel will hold
or not."
They were now all atteI,1tion aml began to cLtst uneasy
The two redcoats stood near Dick with their muskets glances toward the other bank, as more boats appea,red
ready to throw to position in a moment, while some 0£ the and the firnt began to mo,e forward, each containing !l
1·est sat down on the bank, watching the ,bore of the island number of boys i11 blue anc1 buff.
withou t knowing that it was one.
There were more on tbe bank now, anc1 tlieir muskets
Hawksley looked all about him and then scanned the were all leveled at the redcoats.
opposite shore more carefully, as if suspecting that it might
There was not one of the latter that was not covered
shelter an enemy.
by at least two muskets, and the captain had six pointed
Then he turned to Diel{ and said, in a most insulting at him.
tone and manner , as if talking to a dog:
He grew deathly pale in an instant, and as he saw the
. a - hiding-place somewhere in this region, boats
. 13'_:,~. .:a. ~
come gliding forward and more appear under the
rebel. Where is it? Tell me, or it will be the worse for trees, he suddenly broke into a run and fled for his life
you."
like a frighten.l:ld deer.
Dick made no answer, but glance~ o.eT toward the isla Get out of there, you rascall.1· r;c1coatE', or we'll slaugh~d, where he saw a ripple on the water, as if made by aP
ter the lot of you!" yelled Bob from the leading boat.
approaching boat.
"Answer m:e, rebel!" thundered the redcoat . "Where is
-the miserable hidin:g-place where you have your camp?"
"Uniil you leaTn to behave like a gentleman I shall have
CHAP TER VI.
nothing to say to you," Dick replied. "H you think to
frighte n me by your brutal manner, you ma:;· as well spare
SURPRI SING TUE REDCOATS.
yoUT breath, for I am not the least bit afraid of you."
less
"Wher e do you rebels hide?" askei! the other, in a
There were fifty Liberty Boys in sight on the ri,er and
offensive ton_e, but colori.ug deeply.
the shore, and more seemed to be coming, if the wavDick made no reply, and noticed that the branches on along
ing branches ancl the ripples on the water meant anything_
the opposite shore were mo,ing more than before.
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Where they had all come from in such a sudden manner we pepper 'em, though l
They'll think that it is raining
was ~ great puzzle to the redcoats.
bullets."
None of them had heard any signals or shouts, a11d yet
"It would be a hard matter to get boats enough in the
the boys could not have sprung out of the ground at the first place," rejoined Dick,
"and dangerous to cross if they
right moment without some warning that they were needed. did, but I shall be as well
satisfied if they don't discover
Dick Slater had not spoken above an ordinary tone, the island for a time."
had not shouted for help nor made any outcry, and yet
The boys then crossed over to the island, some of them
here were the Liberty Boys just at the moment when they remaining on guard, but out
of sight, to see if the redcoats
were most wanted.
came back.
The redcoats knew nothing of the island, and seeing the
It was some time before any one was seen, but at length,
boats coming across from the other bank, began to fear not long before sunset,
a considerable number of the
that other boys might come along the bank through the enemy appeared.
woods.
They went along shore on horseback, not being able to
Already there were many more of the boys than there go as near as if they had
been on foot, and knew no more
were of themselves, and with indications of more coming when they .finished than
they had known earlier in the day.
on in haste.
·
They did not discover the island, and it began to grow
Their captain had fled, and there was now no reason why dark so soon after the sun
went down that they hurried
-they should not do the same.
away, evidently fearing that some enemy would spring out
This they did in a_ moment, without firing a shot, some upon them.
.
of them even throwing down their weapons in order that
A number of the boys watched them, but did not disturb
they might run all the faster.
Dick, as it was very evident that there was no danger, and
The boys shot across the river at a rapid rate, and a at length they went away.
dozen boys sprang ashore the moment the bows were within
When it was time for supper, some of them went to the
reach of the bank.
camp and told Dick what they had seen. •
In a short time Dick was released, and then more Liberty
"We did not think it necessary to acquaint you with the
Boys landed and kept a sharp eye on the woods and the facts," one of them said, "as the redcoats learned nothing
road to see if an enemy were coming.
and could not have done anything if they had."
"I think that this is all there were of them, boys,"
"That was all right," rejoined Dick, smiling. "Th0y.
~aid Dick. "We have nothing to fear. They have gone:'' will not search here again, as they are satisfied now that
"Yes, I hear their horses galloping away," replied Bob, the boys came from somewhere up the river, and t1iat
"but they might come back."
there is the place where they will have to conduct thir
"Not at once, Bob, and we will be away from here by search. Meanwhile, we may attack them before they make
that time. They have learned nothing, they don't know another attempt to find us."
where you boys came from, and probably think it was a
It was only a short time after supper, in fact, that a
mere accident that you were on hand at this time, having messenger from General
Marion arrived at the island renot the slightest suspicion that there is an island here nor treat and brought word
that the Swamp Fox intended to
that I signaled to you."
attack the redcoats that very night, and wanted the boys
"They must have come upon you very suddenly, Dick," to be on hand when he came by, about two hours later.
,aid Bob. "Ned said that it seemed as if you had scarcely
"Very well, we will be on hand," said Dick, and the
landed when he heard. your signal of danger."
boys all gave a hearty cheer.
"It wasn't very long, Bob, and then I had two or three
"They came looking for our camp and didn't find it,"
accidents, and all that counted against me. It was only a laughed Ben .. "Now wait
till we go looking for them and
short time, in fact, before I was a prisoner."
see what will happen."
"Those were some of the very redcoats that we bad the
"A good many things, I guess," said Sam, drily.
hrush with last night, weren't they?" asked Ben, with a
The boys sent their horses across to the main, anc1 all
laugh.
were over by the time Marion and his men cam01-- l\':U" _
"Yes, that was Captain Hawksley with them, the same
The moon was up and gave them plenty of light as tltev
one who saved himself by dashing into the wood on horse- galloped on down the road
and through the woods. making
back last night, near the log cabin," Dick returned.
as little noise as possible, so as not to alarm the redcoats
"Saving his own skin seems to be his first thought., " in their camp.
chuckled Sam.
The settlers were mostly abed and asleep as the gallant
"I think we had better go back to the island, boys," said boys and their allies flew on and none gave the alarm.
Dick. "If any considerable force approaches we will be
As the boys reached the log cabin where Prudence li ,·eel,
safer there."
the girl put her head out of the window, and seeing the Lib"Do you think they will, Dick?" asked Bob.
erty Boys in the moonlight, said, heartily:
"Not at once, although they might later."
"Go ahead, boys, and give the redcoats a surprise. The
"But they don't know anything of the island."
Tories are leaving here for some reason, and the redcoat!?
"No, but if they should go along shore, trying to dis- ought to go with them."
cover our camp, they will see that there is one here and
"We can tell you the reason for the Tories going. m:v
then may try to cross over."
girl," laughed Bob. "They had too much oil of hickory
"I'd like to have them try it," laughed Bob. "Wouldn 't and birch applied, outwardl
y."

'
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as ever and making an
"Then I hope that you will give the redcoats the same the boys were fighting as furiously
enemies.
their
on
impression
so that they will go, too," laughed Prudence.
The moon and the camp-fires gave them plenty of light,
The boys rode on, and at length came in sight of the
all one way, with the pasleeping camp of the redcoats, and went on more cau- and for a time the battle went
triots.
tiously, keeping as much in the shadow as they could, and
Then Marion observed that the enemy were rallying and
making as little noise as possible.
more were coming up, and that if he remained longerthat
firsf
the
make
to
Marion's idea was for the Liberty Boys
attack, falling back so as to draw out the redcoats, when he must be beaten.
At once he sounded the retreat, sending the boys ahead
Marion's brigade would suddenly fall upon them and, with
covering their escape with his own men.
and
the help of the gallant boys, would do all the mischief posboys had opened the fight, and Marion would not
The
sible.
to cover his retreat and close it, but rnnt them
them
lf1tVe
first
the
making
of
part
Dick was very glad to have the
enemy in check till Dick
attack assigned to him, and told the boys to obey 'instruc- off in good seapon, holding the
away.
well
were
tions promptly and act on the instant when the bugle and the boys
Then the "ragged regiment," as Ma.rion's brigade was
sounded the retreat, but up to that time to make all the
caled, in contempt, wheeled rapidly and went flying
often
could.
noise and do all the damage to the enemy that they
like the wind.
away,
last,
at
but
possible,
as
On went the patriots as quietly
boys kept well ahead of them, but at length Marion
The
the
secret,
a
coming
their
keep
to
longer
no
when it was
way back to his camp
boys made a ·suclden dash right into the camp of the red- took a different road and made his
following for a time until the
enemy
the
route,
another
by
coats.
the scent by entering a
The pickets were driven in, firing rapid shots and giving wily Swamp Fox threw them off
the road . .
a hurried alarm, at which officers and men came running swamp where they could not see
on, the redcoats having
kept
Dick and the Liberty Boys
out of their tents, half dresseo. and scarcely awake, imafter Marion, and at
chase
futile
the
on
go
to
agining things were much worse than they were and trying left them
went over, horses
anc1
retreat
island
the
reached
length
to rally against the determined lads.
all.
and
run
were
horses
Tents were overturned upon the fires,
"The valorous captain had a chance to see what the deoff and arms and ammunition seized, the confusion being
spised 'rebels' could do to-night," sputtered Bob, "'and I
·
t&rrific.
Suddenly Dick found himself face to face with Captain don't think he will be so free with his compliments when
Hawksley, the man's face taking on a fierce expression he next sees you, Dick."
"Experience teaches many things, Bob," rejoined Dick,
as he recognized the young patriot and remembered when
a smile, "but I do not think that the captain is one
with
Dick.
he had last seen
Hawksley drew his sword and rushed at Dick, meaning to learn by experience, and I fancy that he will be as
abusive and as boastful as ever, if I happen to meet him."
to cut him down at one blow.
was
"Well, I guess you're right, Dick," with a laugh, "'I'here
He was on horseback, as was Dick, and, therefore,
been
he
had
been
have
some whom you can never convince." ·
are
10t at a disadvantage, as he would
was now quite late, and the boys retired without
It
on foot.
Dick Slater was a most expert swordsman, and the Brit- spending much time in talking, as they often did when
ish captain soon realized that he was not going to subdue they came back from a fight.
the young patriot as readily as he had thought.
"Sure ye did well the noight, Cookyspiller," said Patsy
The two swords clashed together and the sparks flew, the to Carl, as the two comical fellows met on the bank of the
captain presently aiming a terrific blow at Dick~s head, river as they patrolled their beats, some time later.
which would have cut him through and through if it had
"Ya! I was doed . dot, I bet me," said Carl. "I was
ever struck.
drofe away fife hunderd off dose redcoats, I bet me."
Dick parried it dexterously, and in another moment sent
"Go on, ye did not, there wor not that many there altodexa
by
hand
Briton's
angry
the
o_f
the sworft. flying out
gether."
~4'{:i;fij; !ILJ.rn of the wrist.
"Well, I was ·dro.fe ein hunderd, anyhow."
T'he redctiats were beginning to rally now and were com"Ye mane wan, Oi do be thinkin', an' he thought 31 e wor
ing on in great numbers, and Dick gave the signal to sound goin' to sit on um an' so he ran."
the retreat.
"Humbug ! I was brafe like anyclings. Somedings
The bugle blew shrilly, and in a moment the brave boys, clon'cl was scared me any off dose dimes, I bet me."
obedient to the slightest word, fell back in order, drawing
"Go on with ye, sure annything cud froighten ye!" and
the redcoats after them, the enemy thinking to rout them Patsy turned and walked away.
in the retreat.
"Humb-qg !" sputtered Carl, that being his universal anAway went the boys, followed by the redcoats, and then, swer when he had nothing to say.
of a sudden, Marion's men fell upon the enemy and there
When he came that way again he looked around and said,
was great confusion.
I
~~~:
The red,coats had thought that only the Liberty Boys
was?"
you
where
"Batsy,
were engaged in the attack, and believed that they could
There was a hollow groan and then something white
readily rout the brave fellows as they were only boys.
moonlight shining
Now, however, they f.ound the boys backed up by sturdy arose out of the water not far away, the
fell from it.
that
water
of
drops
th()
upon
and
it,
upon
men, tremendous fighters, veterans, in fact, and that now
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"Wh(') yon was?" asked Carl. "Gafe me dot password
<>r I shooted you der head in already."
"Oi ,m the ghost o' yer great..,grandfather) Cook-yspiller,
<come to haunt ye bekase ye towld ' so manny loies !" was the
;answer, in a deep tone, but with a decided Irish brogue.
"You was ein liaT, mein grandfader don'd was a Irisher,
~rncl I ne:fer had one also," and Carl went away in disgust,
-while the boys in the bushes nearby laughed, and Patsy
hau.led in the piece of tent cloth which lw had tack on
the end of a long pole and lift~d it out of the water and
threw it down, muttering:
"Sure, Oi niver thought about the bye·s granclfabher
bein' Dootch !"
CHAPTER VII.
DODGING TIIE ENEMY.

The next morning Dick set out to spy upon the enemy,
going in disguise and riding Major, taking the beautiful
black across to the main on a :flatboat.
'
"I am afraid the enemy will kno'w the horEe, Diak," said
.Bob, as the young patriot captain set out.
"Perhaps they will, Bob," Dick replied. "But he can
_go so much faster than any other that I shall be able to
get away bettn if I am recognized, and so I think I will
:take the risk."
"Yes, the enemy have no horse like him," returned Bob.
" nd then I don't need to show him when I get to the
,cam ," Dick added. "I can secrete him somewhere so
i:hat he will be ready for me as eoon as I want to-leave, even
if that should be in a hurry."
Dick Bet out upon the road and tmveled at a good gait
till he came to the log cabin where Prudence li,ed, seeing
the girl at the window as he came up.
Prudence ran out and said, in a tone of surprise :
"Well, I declare, I would not have ]mown you, captain,
but I did know the horse. Where are you going? Not
into the enemy's lines? They will lmow l\'Iajor in a moment."
"That's what Bob said," .laughed Dick, "but I don't
mean to let them see him, as I shall hide him before I get
to the camp, and I don't think they will know me in this
'<'lisguise ."
"No, they will not; but the horse would betray you at
-once. No common country boy, as you seem, would ever
Tide a horse like that, especially in South Carolina."
"That is true enough," smiling, "but,- then, I don't
·intend to let the redcoats see him. ' Have you seen any
£ign of them this morning?"
Just then the girl's mother came to the dooT and said,
-excitedly:
"There are redcoats coming up the road and down as
well, child. Tell the captain to put his horse in the barn,
,quick."
"From both directions?" said Dick, surprised.
"Yes, I saw them from the loft. Hurry, captain."
Dick put Major in the little barn back of the cabin and
came back to the road as he heard the clatter of hoofs,
presently seeing the glimmer of scarlet uniforms through
the trees.

....

The two parties arrived at about the same time, there
being a dozen in each, one being led by Captain Hawksley
and another by a lieutenant.
"Did you see any prowling rebels about, sir?" asked
the capta.i n of the lieutenant as they all halted in the road
before the cabin. "That rascally Swamp Fox, Marion, may
have come out of his hole again and we must trap him at
all risks."
Then the captain glanced onoe at Dick and twice at Prudence, to whom he said :
"By George ! you are a Yery pretty girl. You are a good
s11bject of the lci.ng, I suppose?"
"Indeed I am not!" answered Prudence, with animation.
"H'm ! you squint and your noee is crooked and your hair
is faded. In short, you are a fright . I don't see how"":;:-'
could have called you pretty."
"That was as· big a lie as the other," Prudence replied.
"I am not so pretty, but I don't squint, and my nose is not
crooked and my hair is all right. What do you want here,
anyhow? Did you think we had Marion and his men in
the cabin?"
Hawksley cast an· unea~y glance toward the cabin, as if
he feared that the girl's bantering words might proYe true,
after all.
"We saw no sign of the enemy, captain," rejoined the
lieutenant, "but we did meet a boy who said that he saw
Dick Slater on the road, or his black horse at any rat1::,Did you see him?"
"Slater abroad?" cried the captain. "I'd give fifty ,
pounds to see the rebel rascal. A boy on a black horse ?
Was the fellow sure it was Slater's? There are plenty of
black horses."
"He said he would know it for Slater's anywhere."
a
"Yuss, an' so it was!" cried a rough-looking boy wh, re•
now came up, panting and blowing, having run after the to
redcoats, "an' that's the feller what rid him, but he ui.n·t
Dick Slater no more'n I be."
"Where's the hoss if I had him?" · asked Dick, glaring
at the boy and doubling his fist~. "Yer mean ter SU? I
stole him, I s'pose? Ef yer cull me a hoss thief, yer sculpin, I'll talrn the hide ofl."n yer !"
Then Dick flew at the other bov ancl upset him\~he
road, whence, in getting up, he rolled into the ditch.
"No, it wasn't you, it was some other feller," he whined.
as he picked himself up, reeking with muddy_ we ..r.. "I
done made a mistake."
" ..___
"I reckon ye dicl. Ye'll be callfn' me Dick Slater hisself next."
"No, I never did," in a frightened tone, backing awa:··
"I said you wasn't, fust off. 'Scuse me, you ain't the feller
I seen on the black boss at all; yer don1t look a bit like
him, an' that's the honest truth." ·
"You get out'n here," muttered Dkk, advancing on the
boy. "I don ·t let no mud-turkle like you call me no hoss ,
thief. Where'd I put him? I hain't gothimin my pocket,
have I?"
The other boy, who was a coward as well as a bull~·- cYi.dently, ran away and Dick strolled off to one side, watchi.ng
the i-edcoats aud keeping au eye on Prudence as well . .
The captain and the lieutenant talked together, some
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"After him !" cried the captain. " I was half certain
was the rebel myself."
it
horses, no attention being paid to Dick.
'"That's aiJ1otb.er of your lies," laughed P l'udence. '"You.
away
kept
he
and
him,
H awksfoy had not recognized
:from the man so as n ot to attract attention, watching the never had the firet suspicion of him l"
The redcoats flew at Dick, who made a dive for the
officers, however, and heaTing a good deal of theiT con·
cabin.
vernation.
daBhed into the cabin afte:rredcoats
the
Dismounting,
with
up
From this he learned tl1at Watson had come
,him as he ran in.
after
door
the
shut
hael
who
Dick,
intention
the
with
Marion,
for
more men and was looking
No one thought to surround the cabin until Hawskley
of dri1ing him out of the region, where his influence was
said, sharply :
not s·wch as the redcoats liked.
"Go to the rear of the cabin, some of you, and surround
"Marion will want to lmow this," was Dick's thought.
!"
it
such
Tories,
''These fellows do not suspect me, and the
Those who had not gone in went to the rear, Hawksley
as Bill Hoover and the rest, who do know me, are not
<mtering by the front door.
about."
I n the living-room there were three or fom redcoats.
One of the redcoats now approached Pt11dence ancl said,
in front of a big chest.
standing
admiringly :
closed, but the lower part of a rough coat coN.ltr
was
This
"By jove ! but you ate a, pretty girl!"
from beneath the cover.
prottuding
seen
be
girl.
the
returned
waim't,"
I
said
"The captain
"He's in here, captain," said one, pointing to the tai1
"'11 hat was only Bpite on his part. Do you k:ilow that I
of the homespun coat. "He was not careful in getting iI:!
would like to kiss you?"
his coat Simek out.".
and
"Really?" with a laugh. "Would y011, now?"
out, you rebel!" cried Hawksley.
"Come
step
a
advanced
"Yes, I really would," and the man
no reply, and the redcoat captain repeatea
was
There
closer.
"Ht1w'd yer like to kiss me?" asked Dick, putting him- the command.
"If you don't come out I will fire!" he continued.
self between the soldier and Prudence. "Don't yer reckon
Still there was no reply, the cover of the chest remainthat I'm as putty as she be?"
as before.
ing
h:is
dreadfully,
squinted
he
Dick's face. was dirty and
ready!" cried Hawksley, savagely.
"Make
and
dust
with
smearnd
nose
his
and·
tumbled
being
hair
The men leveled theiT muskets at the~chest.
perspiration.
"You wouldn't shoot him like a rat in a trap, would you,.
"No, I would not," said the l'cc1coat, attempting to push
?" asked the mother of Prudence.
capta.in
the boy aside. "Is tliat your sister? How did she haplet him come out!" with a snarl. "Are you corn"Then
fright?"
a
rnch
pe11 to be so pretty and ybu
or are you not?"
Slater,
out,
ing
that's
looks,
good
the
all
took
and
fust
come
she
"Wull,
There was no answer, and the captain ordered his men
how. I reckon you had a older sister yerself, didn't yer?"
"H'm! you are a smart boy, aren't you?" with a laugh. to fire.
There was a loud report, and when the smoke cleare<i
"YusB, I gotter be, ter make up for what I lack in good
bullet holes could be seen in the chest.
several
yerseU."
smart
putty
be
looks. You orter
'S:Open it!" ordel'ed the captain.
The redcoat pushed Dick aside and tried to kiss PruOne of the redcoats threw back the lid, and the coat that
dence, but got a ringing cuff on the car for his trouble
Slater had last wo"Tn fell on the floor.
Dick
from the girl herself, and a blow on the nose from Dick.
was nothing but a few old clothes in the chest~
There
Ptudence.
"Kissin' goes by favor in this house," said
were soon taken out, showing that Dick had
these
and
added
hoss,"
blind
a
to
wink
a
as
good
as
is
"And a nod
Dick. "You all don't 'pear tet be as smart as yer'd think." not been in it at all.
The woman laughed, and the captain, realizing that he
Tha1·e'dcoat made a rush at Dick, who tripped him and
been cleverly outwitved, turned to her, angrily, and
had
~~him half into the ditch, where the Tory boy had just
snarled:
I
been.
"You knew that he was not in there all the time, woman.
The other redcoats laughed, and this drew the attention
did you not tell me instead of making me waste all
Why
of Hawksley to all of them.
?"
time
this
"Attention!" he called,' sharply. "l\£01mt ! On guard!
not ask me," laughed the woman. "If I had
did
"You
Eyes right ! Front ! What mf)ans this disorder?"
not there you would not have believed me.
was
he
said
to
about
was
captain
No one answered, ancl the angry
one is one.»
order the whole troop on the march wl1e:n, much to Dick's You're such a liar yourself that you think every
somewhere
hidden
is
"He
angrily.
then?"
he,
is
"Where
disgust and surprise, for he hall no notion that the man
he?"
is
When\
house.
the
in
was anywhere about, Bill Hoover came driving up in his
"You might look in the clock," replied the woman, "hut
shabby little cart, drawn by the shabby little horse, and
shoot into it."
don't
looking very shabby himself.
One of the redcoats opened the door of the big clo'ck in
He saw Dick before the latter could get out of sight,
the corner, but, of course, he failed to find Dick there.
and at once raised a shout.
"Try the cupboard," suggested the woman, and a red"Hallo l tliere's Dick Slater!" he cried. "I knowed him
opened the cupboard door, but did not fincl Dick in it.
coat
enough."
sure
the first sight I got on him. That's 11im,
is he, woman?" asked the captain, angrily. "Het-.
"Where
to
tried
had
"l>ho
redcoat,
the
cried
!"
"By jove ! so it i
is somewhere in the house. Where is he?"
kiss Prudence. " I suspected him, but was not sure."
of the redcoats dismounting and some remaining on thei'r
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"\Yell, you can look i£ you like," carelessly.
" Where is he, I say?" thundered Hawksley.
" I've got my hearing, captain, so you needn't shout.
H e is not in the cabin at all, but I couldn' t tell you where
he is just now."
" Why couldn·t you?" with a snarl.
" Because he went away pretty nearly ten minutes ago
on that black horse 0£ his, and he goes so £ast that goodness only knows where he is by this time. He might be on
· his way back here with a lot 0£ the Liberty Boys, or a
party 0£ Marion's men £or all I know."
The captain went out in no pleasant frame 0£ mind and
saw fresh hoo£-marks leading from the barn into the woods.
"The rebel has escaped," he said. "His black horse was
in this barn all the time, and when he ran into the house
he ran out again and came right here. Where were your
eyes? You are no soldiers! You aren't even scullions !
You are nothing! A£ter the rebel now before he--"
Bill Hoover came suddenly running around the side 0£
t he cabin with a yell, shouting:
"Jerushy, capting ! here comes the rebel ag'in with a
l ot o' them pesky swamp £oxes and--"
"To horse!" cried the captain, who heard the sudden
clatter 0£ hoofs.
CHAPTER VIII.
IX THE CA:111:P OF THE ENEMY.

Dick Slater had met a detachment 0£ Marion' s men, led
by the little general himsel£, on the road about five minutes
after he had le£t the cabin, and said to the general :
"I was in a fix with some redcoats back here a piece,
general, and it is not improbable that they are there yet."
" Then we will go and see," said Marion, and Dick joined
the company, all riding on at good speed.
The young captain 0£ the Liberty Boys had an idea that
t he redcoats would delay in looking £or him, and he relied
on this to find them still at the cabin.
He knew that Prudence and her mother would delay
them all they could and would £ool them as much as possible so as to gain time, and all this made him £eel very
certain that he would find the redcoats still at the cabin
when they got there.
H e explained this briefly to Marion as they rode on, and
t he Swamp Fox urged his men forward at an increased
speed.
There were more 0£ his men than there were 0£ the redcoats, and even if they did not capture the latter it would
be something to rout them, so near to their 9wn camp.
Bill Hoover did not sound any false alarm, as the redcoats very soon discovered, and they took to flight as soon
as they saw Marion's men coming, recognizing them in a
moment and 1."D.owing Dick, 0£ course.
On they went, and on came Dick and Marion's men after
t hem, Prudence standing in the door and waving her
apron as she cried :
"A£ter '~m, captain; give 'em fits! Don't let 'em get
away. Take the whole 0£ 'em!"
Away went the redcoats, £earing capture, and a£ter them
dashed the patriots, uncouth in appearance, but brave and

determined, meaning to· scatter the redcoats · even i£ they
did not capture them.
The captain and his party £eared the latter and they
raced on as £ast as they could go, the patriots thundering
a£ter them.
Major, being accustomed to Dick's taking the lead, suddenly shot ahead and in a moment Dick was right upon
the redcoats.
These turned and tried to catch the daring young patriot, but at once Dick whipped out a brace 0£ pistols and
fired, right and let, taking off Hawksley's hat and wig and
grazing the ear 0£ the lieutenant.
Marion, thinking Dick was about to be captured, darted
ahead, his men a£ter him, and in a moment the redcoats
began to run, not caring to have the "ragged regiment"
so close to them.
The captain lost no time in _getting away, taking to the
woods and leaving his horse behind, the rest scattering in
various directions.
Marion did not care to take any prisoners, being satisfied
to ha,e routed the redcoats and given them a thorough
£right.
'
They presently halted, and then Dick told the little general what he had learned from the enemy while they were
at the cabin.
"So Watson is a£ter me, is he ?" laughed Marion. "He
complains that I do not fight either like a Christian or a
gentleman, and I shall have to satis£y him on both points."
"I was on the way to his camp to see what had been done
since yesterday," Dick replied, "but I don't suppose it
would be sa£e to go there now, a£ter ,rhat has happened."
"Not in your present rig, at any rate," answered the general.
"I would like to go," Dick murmured, "£or one can always learn more from seeing for himsel£ than by hearing
what others say. I think I will get another disguise somewhere and keep on."
"You cannot disguise your horse, captain/' with a laugh.
"I can hide him, at any rate," Dick replied.
He went on at a gallop, therefore, Marion and his men
going back.
He trusted to finding a disguise at the house 0£ some
patriot, there being many in the section, and was riding on
in sight 0£ the river when he heard a splash in tl~ater
and looking under the arching branches saw a boy's head
come up.
In a moment he saw the boy's £ace and recognized the
Tory whom he had met at the cabin a short time before.
The boy had not seen him as yet, being busy swimming,
and Dick reined in under the trees and went forward,
cautiously.
"He evidently thinks he needs a wash after being in the
ditch," he laughed, "and that speaks well £or him. I would
not have given him the credit £or so much pride."
Coming out on the bank, Dick began to take off his
clothes as if intending to go into the water.
The Tory boy saw him, recognized him and said, with a
whine:
"Don't you dast ter duck me, you consarned rebel!"
"I had not thought 0£ it," laughed Dick, going on with
( Continued on page 20.)
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FROM EVERYWHERE.
The other side of the broken Atlantic beats against the
rugged coast of Cornwall, making it even more rugged still,
and this rocky coast is accountable for a great number of ship•
wrecks in the course of a year. Near the fashionable seaside
resort of Newquay lies the secluded little village of Mawgan,
and in the churchyard there, among the tombs, is to be seen
the stern of an old boat bearing the following inscription,
which speaks for itself: "Here lies the Bodies of Jacob Williams, Charles Cawley, Thomas Collins, William Eliott,
Thomas Brown, Richard Cutler, William Lloyd, David Rob•
erts, Owen Hughes and one man unknown, who were drifted
on shore in a boat, frozen to. death, at Beacon Cove, in this
Parish, on Sunday, the 13th of September, 1846." The curious feature about it is that the grave mark happens to be the
stern of the self-same boat which contained the bodies of the
poor fellows.
• It may sound fishy, but it nevertheless is true that Mrs.
Rachel Carter of 1834 McHenry street, Southwest Baltimore,
is the proud possessor of five eight-day-old green kittens. Not
yellow, nor brown, nor tortoise-shell-th ese kittens are really
green-of such a shade as the inside of a half-ripe cantaloupe or the piumage of many canary birds, when, instead of
yellow, their coats take on a delicate tint of green. That the
cats are purely a freak of nature seems certain, as the mother
of the litter of five kittens is coal-black, and there is noth·ng apparently in the environment to account scientifically for
the variation from type. The kittens have black hair on their
backs, extending down the sides, while underneath the green
hair begins to extend over the whole under surface, exactly
as many animals possess white hair shading from a coat of
black.

decorations are very effectively studded with brass points.
The breast collar has unique designs done in these brass
points, and is edged with a fringe of colored woolen balls.
A party of Sicilians in a cart on a fete day is a sight to see.
There is one curious fact which not everybody notices about
the common, ·finger.Jong, green caterpillars of our larger moths.
Their hearts, instead of being in front, are at the back of the
body and extend along the entire length of the animBil. One
can see the heart distinctly through the thin skin and can
watch its 'slow beat, which starts at the tail and moves forward to the head. Hearts of this sort reaching from head to
tail are not at all uncommon in the simpler creatures. The
earthworm has one, and so have most worms, caterpillars and
other crawling things. Hearts in the middle of the back are
also quite as frequent as those in what seems to us to be the
natural place. Many animals, the lobster, for example, and
the crayfish and the crab, which have short hearts like those
of the beasts and birds, nevertheless have them placed just
under the shell in what in ourselves would be the small of
the back.

HAPPY MOMENTS. ·
'"Egg shampoo?" inquired the barber. "Nope." "Egg on the
mustache? e}ives you the appearance of having had eggs for
breakfast. Only fifty cents." "Go ahead."
"Halloa, Tomkins! What's the matter?" "Why, you see,
they've got twins at my sister's. One of 'em's a boy and one
f 'em's a girl, and blessed if that doesn't make me an uncle
and an aunt at the same time!"
Suitor-If you reject me, 1 shall shoot myself! Actress"Oh, how lovely! In that case the manager will give me a
better role.
"Don't grumble over the length of your lawsuit, Alice.
You're sure to win it." "But unless it ends soon, I can't fascinate the jury with a new costume every day."
"Ah," she said, "your pathway has led through pleasant
places. You have never had to endure great hardships." "I
haven't, eh? I spent a two weeks' vacation with a camping
party once."
Husband (a villager)-The butter is strong, the coffee tastes
as if made of beans and this sugar is half sand. Why don't
you deal with Straight & Co.? Their goods are always· reliable.
Wife-Mr. Straight does not belong to our church."

"Nature has written 'honest man' on his face," averred a
man, speaking of a person in whom Jerrold's faith was not
The carts of Palermo and other parts of Sicily are perhaps altogether blind. "Humph!" replied Jerrold; "then Nature's
the most gayly and gaudily decorated vehicles in existence. pen must have been a very bad one."
They are two-wheeled, ungraceful things, with heavy shafts,
"I want you to promise me," he said, "that after I am dead
but withal they are picturesque to a degree. The sides and
ends of the cart are paneled and painted in the most extraor- and gone you will not ha,e carved upon my tombstone anydinary manner. Historical scenes are the favorite designs. thing that is not in keeping with what my life has been."
The shafts are carved.and painted, Ilkewise the wheels. The "All right," she agreed. "I'll have it left perfectly blank."
carts hold from four to six chairs, for there are no seats built
Some of the vegetarians display queer ideas. For instance,
in, as in our carriages. The horse is most gay!y decorated
London bookseller recently received this order from a cusa
like
look
what
and
brasses
ornamental
bells,
with jingling
inverted feather dusters. Like the horse in Naples, it is tomer: "Please forward me a copy of Tennyson's poems.
driven without bits, the reins being fastened to a strap that Do not send one bound in calf, however, because I am a strict
is run over its nose and under its chin. Its blinders and head vegetarian."
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look, as if she had some inward intuition of my presumption
and wished to bring me to my senses.
My eyes dropped in confusion, and I resolved that they
should not again !;eek her face, ·that I would pay no attention
By Alexander A.rmsttong.
to either of them.
Vain resolve.
Well do I remember ·when I used to laugh at love at first
I could no more prevent my eyes returning to her face,
sight, laughed at it as something highly imprbbable and
than the charmed bird can help turning toward the snake
equally ridiculous.
That was when I was younger, about twenty-five, and like whose fatal spell is upon it.
And she-Minnie-my Minnie I called her in my mind-inmost men of that age thought that I knew everything, and
was corresl)ondingly intolerant when any 'subject was men.- stead of appearing embarrassed, was rather indignant at being
tionedelind a position was maintained that was opposed to my subjected to what I heard her s:ay in a low tone to Rob was
an "impertinent stare."
experience.
I began to fear lest Rob should feel himself called on to
Looking back now, I can laugh at my foolishness; -and were
chastise me, and I ardently hoped he would, for I did wa;it
any one to plainly tell me that at that age I was a woodento get at him so badly.
head, I do not think it would vex me in the slightest degree.
I think it was fortunate for all concerned that Rob and MinLove at first sight!
nie
soon after reached their street.
It was the rankest of all rank nonsense. I spared no pains
As I saw her arise a pang shot through my heart; a pang
in letting the little company know that I considered such persons· as believed in it to be nbthing more tnan natural born whose wealth of apguish I can never describe; and in an instant I guessed the truth, that I, the scoffer, had fallen in love
fools.
at
first sight, and that with a woman whom I had plainly
Let a man, no matter how immature and young, make a
positive assertion in company, and he is apt to go uncontra- heard call me a boor and a lout.
But, oh, how my heart jumped; she turned h!c!r face a little,
dicted.
and
I was sure the expression of scorn had left her eyes;
On the present occasion no one said me nay,' but I was made
very uncomfortable by a glance directed toward me by an that she bent on me a kindlier glance just ere she swept with
elderly gentleman, whom I knew to be respecteca and honored regal grace from the car.
I reached home somehow, but whether I flew, walked or
for learning and practical common sense.
rode
after leaving the car I am po::;itively unable to say.
In that glance of his I saw pity, amusement, contempt, all
Yes, I was in love at last.
intermingled.
There was no need of applying to a physician for an exI dropped the subject of love at first sight, as if it had been
a hot potato, but with my own opinion as firmly fixed as ever planation of that heart-fluttering of mine, which, under other
circumstances, might have frightened me not a little.
-mark the sequel.
I was not engaged in business and devoted my time after
That night I entered a horse-car on my return home.
that
in endeavoring to learn who my Minnie was and where
Although it is now years ago, I remember every trivial circumstance in connection with that evening as well as if they she lived.
From her fragmentary conversation in the car I gathered
had occurred no longer ago than yesterday.
I entered the car, and walked up toward the front, to oc- that she and Rob-who was Rob, and what was he to her?bad been to the theater or opera, and that the James, so bitcupy a corner that was vacant.
I dropped into this favorite seat, and was chewing my mus- terly spoken of-oh, a thousand thanks to your delinquency,
tache as I recalled the glance be.;;towed on me by the old James, since it gave me sight of my d~rling-was the coachman who had failed to put in an appearance to take her home.
gentleman.
I shall not attempt to describe the fevered life I led for
I had crossed my legs, and one of my feet stuck out far
some
weeks subsequent to that night.
enough to come into contact with the handsome silk dress of
But honestly and earnestly as I searched, I could neither
a lady who was about to sit down, although I was unaware
learn who my Minnie was, nor where she lived; and gradually
of the fact until J heard a cross and petulant voice exclaim:
"Now my dress has to serve for a door-mat! I declare, Rob, I began to regard her as I fancy a man may regard a dearly
loved wife of whom death has robbed him. Her image was
that James must be discharged by papa! "
I glanced up at the speaker. I was on the point of asking ever present with me, and I remembered her secrec ,. but dee pardon, but the words would not cross my lips after I encoun- ly and inconsolably, remaining true to a woman whom Ihad
tered her flashing dark eyes. Instead, I sat there with open not seen for more than fifteen minutes all told, and with
whom I had never exchanged a single word.
mouth, and had barely strength enough to uncross my legs.
Many a time I felt inclined to laugh at myself, but the
Long I kept staring at the young lady, while a queer thrill
was playing tag all through my body, and my cheeks were be- laugh was always a mo ery.
I then tried to ridicule myself, and endeavored to break the
ginning to flush.
"The idea of the carriage not being there! I wonder what impression which Minnie had made on my mind. I told mycould have happened to James? I should not wonder at all if self that I had always disbelieved in love at first sight, and I
he had gone off drinking again, for papa excused him when was therefore a particular fool in permitting myself to be
thus affected.
he did it before."
I clenched my fists. Oh, James-James! what feelings toBut yet, in spite of all arguing wllh myself, and self-directed
ward you entered my head!
entreaties, I continued to keep that beautiful face framed
"Hush, Minnie, dear--"
in my living, pulsating heart.
I failed to hear the rest of the sentence. Minnie, dear! I
A year later I went abroad.
gritted my teeth and glared vindictively at the young man
I had no particular object in view, and I roamed around
whom she had addressed as Rob. How dared he call her for a long time.
"dear?"
In Rome I chanced to make the acquaintance of a nobleThere ls no telling what I might have done next, had not the man between whose father and mine in former years a close
young lady at that moment deigned to turn on me a freezing and warm friendship had subsisted, as we learned on com-
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paring notes, having first been drawn together by the familiar•
In less than two minutes every article of furniture in the
Ity of each other's names.
ha]] was a wreck.
Then into the parlors they dashed, but I was in advance,
He pressed me to pay him a vi~it. He was about to retm;-n
to his country seat in a few days, he said, and would like having heard a feminine cry of fear.
me to go with him.
Ye gods!-it was my Minnie. I knew her, though she failed
Having nothing to interfere, I assented.
to recognize me.
·
It was the day previous to that set for our departure when
I saw an open door, and without seeking to learn where it
I saw a carriage passing in the street, and in that carriage led, I caught her about the waist and hurried into the paswindow I saw the face of-my Minnie.
sage.
Quicker than the flasn of the electric telegraph the news
It wound around and finally brought us back to the main
was conveyed from my brain to my heart, and the latter was salon, now a scene of wreck and desolation.
in my throat at once.
Into the salon now rushed a second detachment of the
But in an instant carriage and occupants were lost to rioters, and glaring around on the scene of destruction, they
sight.
decried us.
I started to pursue it on foot, but on reaching the next corWith many an oath and hoarse shouts they started towards
ner came to a pause, for it had vanished completely.
us, and Minnie-my Minnie-uttered a cry of fear and nestled
It may have been a fanciful way of looking at the matter, but close to me for protection.
I could not help feeling that qupid was an intelligent god,
"Courage, Minnie-courage, darling!" I oreathed, in her ear,
and was punishing me for my former flouting of his power.
and then began to retreat until I had a wall at my back, and
At any rate, Minnie was gone.
c:ould not be attacked in the rear.
I listlessly accompanied my new friend to his elegant counDarling! Hearing this word-it seemed strange to hertry residence, or "castle," where, as a matter of fact, I knew Minnie drew herself a little away, that she might glance up
into my face.
•
'
he shortly expected quite a number of guests.
In fact, he ran•over the list of names, and asked if I knew
I could not tell whether she recognized me; at any rate my
any of them. But they were all strangers to me.
words caused her no alarm, for she came still closer to me.
Just a week after we reached his "castle" there came ru•
Pressing still closer, I could at least feel her high-beating
mors of an insurrection that caused my host's brow to cloud heart, and it inspired me with a courage I had never before
at once.
known.
"I am on the wrong side of the fence to be in sympathy· "Back-back on. your lives!" I sternly ordered the leaders
with the inhabitants of the immediate neighborhood, " he told uf the mob, and when they would not obey I rai_sed my reme. "However, I trust nothing serious will result from this volver and fired.
discontent, which has been growing for some time past."
, I did not wish Lo shed human blood, but I must sa~e the
He thought of his expected guests, and on their account, I I life of Minnie-my Minnie-whom I had loved at first signt.
knew, felt quite uneasy in mind.
I One m.'ln fell, then another, and the rest paused, in wbole"l\!r. Dunham and his son and daughter will be here to- 1\ some fear of my trusty revolver.
dav"
said the count , as I met him at breakfast one morning. I Just at this juncture came the roll of a drum, at hearing
~ '
"I shall be pleased to meet them. They are from New which the faces of the doters began to grow pallid. One minYork?"
ute .they hesitated, and then they scattered like sheep, each
"Yes,•· and then he went en to gravely tell me of tp.e trouble man eagerly seeking his own safety in flight.
which threatened.
Hardly were the rioters out of the house when the count
"'r shall countermand all my invitations to-morrow unless and the -Others entered, and at once commenced barricading
affairs wear a more peaceful aspect," he said.
the doors.
'· Is it as bad as all that?"
He himself had given that drum-roll, hoping to frighten
"I trust not, but it is impossible to say. A fire is burn- off the mob by making them believe that soldiers were near,
ing, although it is a low one; a single word, however, may be and he had succeeded.
sufficient to inflame the hot-blooded peasants, in which case
When the ringleaders learned how they had been fooled,
they are blind to reason."
they returned to the charge. But we were now prepared, and
I was in my room, enjoying my cigar and siesta, when Mr. easily withstood the few hours' siege that intervened before
D,rnham and his son and daughter arrived. At once I be- help came.
stirred myself, and was on the point of descending the stairs
Needless to say, Mr. Dunham , Rob Dunham and his sister,
when my •ti:; were assailed by a hoarse yell.
Minnie, did not prolong their stay. Nor did I. We all went
Ci the lawn outside I saw my friend, the count, and Mr. away together, and it was not so very long after that I conDnnham and his son, with several trusty retainers, drawn up fessed to Minnie that I had fallen in love at first sight.
and ready to meet the howling mob that was advancing up
And she demurely said that she had taken a not altogether
the ,:vell-kept grounds, armed with clubs and knives and a maidenly interest in the man who had used her dress as a.
few fire-arms.
door-mat, after she had once caught his eyes on her.
I Ehould have joined them at once. I should have sprung
And that is how I got my wife, who now stands looking over
from the window and ran the risk of hurting myself on the my shoulder, as I record my experience in love at first sight.
soft turf-but I was rooted to the spot by having obtained
The latter is a truth. It doesn't happen every day, -0t
a glimpse of the face of Mr. Dunham's son.
course, but it d04'S happen sometimes.
It was that of Rob-the Rob who had been with my Minnie.
There was a clash as the mob swept up to the brave little
band of defenders. For one moment an exciting contest was
To check the loquacity of barbers, in the early days of the
waged, and then the hoarsel y-shouting mob swept on toward
the building, all o~position being left behind.
Christian era, they were not perm'itted to talk while shaving
Down-stairs I flew, my limbs now un chained, and I reached a patron. Indeed, silence was so much appreciated by persom<
the main floor just as the horde rushed in from outside, and while under the barber's hands, that mutes were preferred !or
began the work of destruction.
this service. ·
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( Continued from page 16.)
his undressing. "It wouldn't be a bad idea, but I don't
think I will."
The Tory boy was suspicious, however, and swam farther
away so that Dick should not get hold of him ..
Dick, meanwhile, took off his outer clothes and then
picked up those belonging to the Tory boy, the latter not
noticing what he was doing.
Taking them away a short distance, Dick put them on,
finding them a fair fit and a very good disguise.
"If he knows I have them he may suspect what I want
of them," be said to himself, "and so it is just as well to
say nothing at present and let him find it out himself."
The Tory boy swam about, keeping well out in the
stream so as to avoid Dick, and never noticing that he had
gone away.
•
"They will take me for the Tory boy," Dick said to himelf. "Now if I -don't meet Hoover again it will be all
right."
Then he went to where be had left Major, mounted and
rode away at a gallop till he came in sight of the camp
of the redcoats.
Here be put Major behind some bushes, where he would
not be seen from the road, and went ahead, carelessly, toward the camp.
The beautiful black was well trained and would not stir
from the spot where Dick had left him, it not being necessary to ·tether him either, as Dick sometimes had
need for the horse in a hurry and could call him to bis
side in a moment, which be could not do if he were tied.
The majority of the horses ridden by the Liberty Boys
were trained to stand still without being secured, and this
was often of great advantage to the boys when they wanted
their mounts in a hurry.
Dick managed to squirm through the lines without being
seen, and then walked carelessly along, there being other
boys and a number of men in the camp, the redcoats allowing a certain number of visitors whom they considered
safe.

One Tory boy recognized him, or thought be did, and
said, in a belligerent tone:
"What you doin' here, Phin. Waggles? I got a· good
mind ter lick yer, I have."
"I'd change my mind ef I was you," retorted Dick.
"What yer got ag'in me?"
It was an old quarrel, evidently, which Dick knew nothing about, but his defiant attitude made the other boy pull
in his horns, so to speak, and be muttered:
"You know well enough, but I hain't got time ter lick
ye now."
"No, nor any other time, I reckon," with a snort. "I've
heard snakes hiss afore, but I was never a-scared on 'em,
on'y. rattlers, an' you ain't that sort."
"H'm! go wash yerself !" contemptuously. · "Ye look as
if ye done come out'n a ditch!" which was true, as far as
Dick's clothes were concerned.
"You'll get inter one an' stay there, too, ef yer don't
shet yer 'tater trap," said Dick, advancing, whereat the
other boy moved away in great haste.
Dick did not see Hoover nor any of the Tories whom
he knew, but he presently saw Hawksley, the man failing
to recognize him in his real character, but saying:

"So you haYe come to the camp, haYe you? You let
Slater get the be t of you, <li<ln ·t you?"
"He wouldn't if I hadn't stubbed my toe," said Dick.
"I reckon yer didn't do much better'n me, 'cause I seed
yer runnin' like Sam Hill not long arterwar<ls. In a
hurry, was yer ?"
·
"Look here, boy," said the captain, frowning, "you live
hereabouts. Do you know where Slater bas bis camp?"
"Reckon I do, cap'n," carelessly.
"Will you show us where it is?"
"I reckon I mought," with a careless shrug.
"But mind you, no treachery, or you will be strung up rn
quick that you won't .h.71ow what has happened to you. Here,
come into my tent and wait till we are ready. I want to
keep my eye on you to see that you do not inform the Liberty Boys in advance of our coming."
Hawksley reached out for Dick, but the latter was too
quick and slipped away, saying:
"No, you don't, mister! Yer want ter make a sojer o'
me, whether I'm willin' or not.
Then he quickly ran off, upset the boy who had wanted
to pick a quarrel with him, tumbled against Hoo,er and
sent him headfirst into a water butt, and shot clown a side
street and was on another in a few moments, by which
time the scent was lost and no one bad the least suspicion
as to who he was.
"Hawksley does not suspect," he murmured, "but I don·t
care for any such arrangement as he proposes."
He now made bis way about the camp, observing eYerything and picking up a great deal of valuable information,
never staying long in one spot where he might be exposed
to suspicion, and yet seeming to be only an idle boy, simply
satisfying his curiosity.
He saw Colonel Watson, whom he knew by sight, having
fought against him before now, and noticed that there
was some sort of conference going on, but could not get
near enough to bear what it was.
"Watson means mischief, that is certain," he thought,
"and I would like to know just what it is, but I am afraid
I cannot manage it. It .concerns General :Marion, of
course, and we bad better be on the watch."
Watson knew Dick by sight and the young patriot took
good care not to let the redcoat see him, as it would be
some trouble to get out of the camp at that point.
He began working his way gradually aro,md to the
place wh~re he bad entered, and at last was n~.1i' ·):., wlJ.el'.!..
be suddenly came upon Hoover.
The man took him for the Tory boy for a moment and
then suddenly realized that be was not.
"Jerushy ! that's Dick later, the rebel, catch him!" he
shouted.
There were a number of redcoats near, and at that moment Hawksley came along and heard the outcry, catching
sight of Dick at the same instant and now recognizing him.
"Jo,e ! there is the young rebel, sure enough!" he exclaimed, whipping out a pHol.
Dick had his own, and as the redcoat was about t0 fire a
bullet, sent the weapon flying out of bis band.
Between two tents darted Dick, and in a few moments
be was in the bushes and then out of the camp, making his
w.ay rapidly toward the spot where he had left )Iajor.
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A quick whistle brought the intelligent creature tb his the bushes and stole cautiously forward, keeping himself
side ancl in a moment he was in the saddle.
hidden.
The men had something between them which he could
not see, and were talking mysteriously, probably plotting
, mischief.
CHAPTER IX.
They entered the cabin, and Dick, creeping up on one
side under a window, heard one of them say:
DICK REARS A WICKED PLOT.
"We'll stick it under the corner and blow up the hull
place."
A score of redcoats came swarming o-qt of the camp, ancl
"Yuss, to-night when they're all asleep. 'l'hat'll learn
then more followed, and at once there was a tremendous the pesky rebels ter behave theirselves."
hue and cry.
"Serve 'em right, too. That gal thinks herself too good
Away went Dick, but not iri. a straight course, darting ter have my boy, an' she's aU ther time tellin' the rebels
first this way and then that, in a very puzzlin&' fashion, things an' fetchin' on 'em ag'in the redcoats an' we uns,
getting farther and' farther away every moment, but greatly too."
mystifying the redcoats, who £reel several shots without
"Yuss, an' the ole woman is just as pesky. They won't
effect, on account of this very unexpected changing of his have no cabin ter live in when we get through. with 'Elm."
course.
"Will there be enough on it, think?"
Then he put some bushes between him and his pursuers,
"Yuss, there's twenty pounds in the keg, an' ef we stick
and dashed on in a straight course, right toward the road, it under the corner an' light a fuse it'll blow up the hull
gaining greatly on them.
bizness."
When they next saw him, he was on the road and flying
"Yuss, an' then Miss Edwards won't put on so manJ
along at the speed of the wind.
airs without a ruff over her head. Reckon the gal'll be
"They will never catch me now," 1he said to himself, ready ter have my boy arter that, but she won't git him."
and, turning in the saddle, he waved his hat and gave a
"Stick it here in the corner where no one won't see its
cheer, rushing on like an arrow from the bow:
under the rubbidge, an' we'll come an' git it this evenin'
Some of the redcoats got their horses and went after an' fi...-y things arter they all have gone ter bed."
him, but it was not long before they perceived that it was
"All right, Jeff, gimme a lift."
useless to attempt to catch him, mounted as he was, and
"Huh! cain't yer lift a little kaig like that?" with a
they shortly gave it up.
snort.
The sight of Major convinced them that t~1e clumsy-look"Huh! Yer cain't do it yerself. You're too plumb
ing, very dirty country boy, whom they had laughed at or lazy."
given little or not attention, was Dick Slater himself, and
"Ain't nuther, it's you, an' you're only sayin' that to
they were greatly chagrined.
bluff me inter doin' ypur work."
On the way along the river after the enemy had given up
"Come on, we're pardners inter the thing an' yer gotter
the chase and he w:as going at a less rapid pace, Dick saw do ' yer share o' the work."
the boy with whom he had changed clothes.
There was some growling, and then a lot of grunting
The boy had the best of the bargain as far as clothes and something heavy fell on the floor.
went; and he was not disposed to change.
"Look out, yer clumsy critter, ye'll bust it an' spill it
At sight of Dick, therefore, he ran away, and the young all over the floor!" snarled one.
·
captain rode on, arriving at length at the cabin and seeing
"H'm! you leggo on it yerself an' 'most dropped it on
Prudence working within.
my foot. Cain't yer tote nothin' ?"
At sight of him she came out, gave a hearty laugh and
"I kin tote more'n you!" scornfully. "There! it's all
said:
right. Cover it over with the rubbidge."
"Well, I don't think you made a very good change wl\en
"That's good enough. Nobody cain't see it, an' we'll
you swaEped clothes with the Tory boy, captain. vVhy, you come fur it this evenin' all right."
" rew ' _.into the ditch yourself."
Dick heard the two men go out, and, looking out cau"I think I made an admirable change," with a smile, tiously,, saw them making their way up the road, being
"for it enabled me to get into the camp of the enemy and soon out of sight.
learn considerable."
Then he entered the little cabin, the door of which was
"I want to know ! Then they did not know you?"
ajar, and, in a dark corner found a small keg of gun"Not for some time, and then I had learned very nearly powder, one end of .which was partly started.
all I wanted to, and it did not matter so mucl:t:"
"The inhuman wretches would blow up the cabin while
"Won't you come in and have dinner with us, captain? those two helpless women were asleep,'' he muttered. ~'Well,
We'd like to have you very much."
they worr't do anything of the kind. They are some of the
"No, I thank you, I think I had better go on at once," Tories who live hereabouts. I don't know them, but I will
Dick replied. "I am just as much obliged to you, but I remember their voices if I did not see their faces. I must
hardly look fit to sit. at a decent table," smiling. "Some get this out of the way."
/
other time I may."
Me took away the little keg, called Major and put it on
He rode on, coming at length in sight of a little cabin, the saddle.
where he saw two rough-looking men.
Riding a short distance, he came to a little bridge over
They did not see him, and he dismounted, put Major in a creek and dismounted, taking the keg with him.
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"I don't want to take it now," he said to himself. "There
is not a great deal of it, and we are well supplied at present. I will hide it under the ·bridge and come for it at
another time."
Going down the bank to the water, he was able to see
under the bridge, and found a place big enough to store
the keg under the _planks at one end where no one was
.likely to find it.
"That's all right," he murmured. "It is safe there,
nothing will happen to it, no one will suspect it, and it
will be perfectly safe till I am ready to come after it."
Then he mounted again and rode off at good speed, pass"ing the two men on the road at length and giving them a
quiok: glance so that he would remember them when next
he saw them.
"Huh! that's the rebel's hoss !" he heard one say as he
went on, "but I donno who that is onto him."
"That's the rebel hisself, o' course!" with a snarl.
"No, it ain't. He ain't got no uniform. That's just
some dirty feller what's takin' of him to the camp."
There was an argument, the end of which Dick did not
henr, for he rode on at a gallop and left the men still quarreling over the matter.
When he at last went over to the island the boys were
·very much astonished at his appearance.
"HaYe you been hiding in the ditch, Dick?" laughed
Bob.
"No; but the Tory boy who owned this suit fell .in,"
w:i:th a laugh. "When we changed clothes I was too busy to
wash all the dirt off."
"Oh, so you changed clothes with a Tory boyi eh?" said
:\-fork. "There is something in that. You have been having an adventure."
"Several of them," laughed Dick, as he ran off to
ch,.,nge his clothes and get ready for dinner, which was
about to be served.
·'Troth, the captain do look loike a vagabone with thim
<lirthy togs on urn," laughed Patsy, "but, howiver he do
look, he's a foine folly for all that, an' the byes all do be
1Jro,,d of um!"
'·Ya, dot was all righd," muttered Carl. "Dot Tick
Sh.Jer was a poot.r goot vcller been, I bet me, und he
wa.., fought pooty goot also, more bedder as you unrl
ml" und der oder vellers, I bet me."
'' "ure there do be no comparison, me bye," said Patsy,
" ... u' we're not to be mintioned in the same breath."
" You was doed dot yorselluf."
''Go on with ye, sure Oi cudn't, for be the toime Oi said
yere name a"n.' me own Oi'd have no breath left for annythi ng els-e."
6ome time after dinner, Patsy said to Carl:
c.·sure, the byes do be havin' such illigant appetoites with
all the foiightin' nu' whaiiver, that me larder is cl:me
im;,ty, me bye, an' it's. ourselves that'll have to go out an'
:;el something to ate, or we'll all go hungry for supper."
"Dot was all righd, Batsy. I was went rnit you. Was
you took dot boat mit you?"
"Su.re, Oi see nothin' else for it, me bye, unless you
want to walk or shwim, so come on with ye."
The two comical Liberty Bo}'s got into a boat at the
ban}, and Patsy took up the oars.

"Now ye'll see .how fasht Oi go, Cookyspiller," he said.
"Troth, we'll be on the other soide in wan minyute."
"All righd, go aheadt, once," said Carl.
Then Patsy pulled vigorously on the oars, but in a moment fell on his back in the bottom of the boat.
"Hold ouid; what you was doed ?" cried Carl. "You
don'd was went to der bottom in, ain't it?"
"Sure, that wor quare," said Patsy,. as he picked himself
up and tried again.
He did not pull so sturdily this time, l:lut he made no
progress.
"You don'd was got somewhere; Batsy," muttered Carl.
"What der madder mit you was already?"
"Sure, it's yerself that's too heavy."
"Humbug! You was in der boat before been mit me und
you don~d was some droubl$s had. Maybe dot was for cause
I was der oars took."
"Go on with ye! Sure, Oi can row as well as yerself.
Oi'd niver let a Dootclunan lade me in annything."
"Humbug!" sputtered Carl, and Patsy tried again, but
could get nowhere.
Then along came Ben Spurlock, looked at Patsy and
then at the boat, and asked, quietly:
"Practicing a stroke, are you, Patsy?"
"Sure Oi'm not!" indignantly. "Oi do know ivery ,ran
o' thim, but the bye here do be that heavy that ifs slow
wonuk Oi make of it."
"Maybe if you untied the boat you would go faster,
Patsy," with a quiet little laugh.
"Oh my! oh my! wud ye look at that!" roared Pat,y,
good-naturedly. "Phativer wor the matther with ye,
Cooltyspiller, that ye didn't think o' that?"
"You don'd was toldt me noding abouid dot," gravely.
"You was said dot you was make dot boat go fast. und
dot was all I was knowed abouicl it."
"Oh, the boat was fast, all right," laugl1ec1 Ben, "fast
to the bank."
"Go on with yer lal1ghin' an' let go o' the rope, Bin,"
said Patsy. "Sure, Oi cud ni,rer think of iverything."
Ben untied the rope from the stake on shore and threw
it into the boat, after which Patsy hac1 no trouble.
'
"Sure, it's no wondher Oi forgot it," laughed the jolly
Irish lad, "with the bye on me moind. He·s enough for
anny wan to think of."
"Humbug!" retorted Carl. "You was forget dot off
you wa.s alone der boat in, I bet me."
"Go on with ye, Oi wud not."
....--- Away went the jolly fellows. returning with a boatload of
stuff for the camp, which the others helped them to take
out and carry up.

.,

CHAPTER X.
.A. GOOD USE FOR A KEG OF POWD'.EU.

Night came and the fires were lighted, the bo>· occnp'ied
themselves in variou ways, and the camp was a busy
scene.
Along the shore, where the enemy were likely to approach, guards were stationed, keeping a sharp lookout,
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but giving no sign of their :presence, answering each other
"The Tories are evidently endeavoring to hunt 11P 101i:r·
by signals, which would mean nothing to those who did not hiding-place," observed Dick, when the boys told hn:n oi
know th.em and would not even indicate that the boys were the Tories, "and we must keep a watch upon them io see
in the neighborhood.
that they do not find out our island retreat."
The moon rose at length and threw its light upon the
Thei'e vrns no further sign of enemies during the night,
river, the wailers glistell'ecl and flashed, the trees rustled and the boys had a hearty laugh over the frigh.t thiilt
and waved in the breeze, insects droned and night biids Patsy's invention for fooling Carl hac1 given the 'J/ori s.
called, owls hooted in the depths of the woods, and frogs
"Sure, thim fellys don't haw as much sinse as ye;r:seli',
croaked in the shallows, but no sign of human life was Cookyspiller," laugh.eel Patsy, "for ye weren't froighten:ed
seen on the river.
at all, an' th.im fellys nearly wint into a fit."
It grew later, the moon Tose higher and shed more.light
"Dose poys don'd was said ;;;omedings, Batsy,'· returned
upon the bank, and at last Ben and Sam, pafrolling a Oarl, gravely. "Maybe oil' you was keeped your moui'
certain part of the shore of the island, heard the sound shutted you was doed more bedder as dot, ain't it?"
of oars, and then saw a boat come into view a little disThis 1,et the boys to la11ghing again, and Pat~y made :no
• tance down stream.
more remarks about the phantom.
"I reckon we got into a cove, Si, an'll have to go back,"
Some little time after breakfast, Dick went iHhore w1tb.
said one.
.Bob and a nuniber of the boys and took the road leading
"Huh! looks so, don't it? Me an' you seem ter have to the camp of the redcoats, to see what was g0mg on
hard luck. Beats all where that kaig o' powder went, 'less there.
you took it."
They had passed the little bridge where Dick had hidcl,m
"Why'd I take it any more'n. you?" with a snarl.. "We the keg of gunpowder, when the young captain suddenly
was both inter the thing together."
ckew rein and _said, quickly:
"H'm! mebbe we mought go further. We may not be in
"Hark! There is some one co.ming in great munl1eTs."°
a cove arter all."
"Redcoats, Dick?" questioned Bob.
"Those fellows will find out that this is an island if
"I think likely. I don't know who else could b1:: eomingthey go much farther," muttered Ben. "We'll have to do in that direction. Marion has not so many men, and I
something to frighten them off."
don't know that he has been out this morning. I thm.k
Re then signaled to Sam, who was not far away, and all he would hardly do so if he meant to attack the t'Iremy
at once an owl hooted close at hand and startled the two without notifying us and taking us along."
men in the boat.
"No, it does not seem likely," replied Bob.
"I don't like those blame owls," said one.
I The clatter of hoofs grew louder ancl the buys coulil ull
"Wull, I don't like 'em m'self, but they cain't hurt ye heal' them distinctly, presently catching the gleam of clca:rnone."
let uniforms not far distant.
"Huh! I don.no 'bout that I Anyhow, there's them blood"Away with you, bois !" said Dick. "I haw a pJar; :.: :rsuckin' bats, an' they say they's plenty 0 ' them in the cheating the enemy. There are plenty of them, and they
woods an' on the 'river, an-- J erushy' ! what's that?"
must not ac1 vance until I can warn Marion and l1is m~n."
The long pole and the strip oi tent canvas with which
The boys went on at a gallop, over the bridge anc1 h,ePatsy had tried to alarm Carl the night before were close yond, Dick halting at the bridge.
at hand, and Sam now made use of th em and in a more
He had a good view of the enemy now, and knew tnat
effective manner than Patsy had.
there was a -very large force of them.
The moon shone brighter now, aud ·every drop of water
"Ride on to Marion's camp as fast as you can go, J a.cl,
that fell from the st range figure seemed a light o:E itself, and tell him that the redcoats are coming in great Dl1lli··
the white canvas glistening most weirdly as Sam moved bers !" cried Dick.
;,. to ~~''rro and groaned
The two men were ignorant and tkerefore superstitious,
Jack Warren, one of the Liberty Boys, pos2e~sed a hay
and at once all sorts of weird stories they had heard began mare which was next in speed to Dick's Major. ;1m1 Jack
to pass through their brains at sight of the strange figure was often entrusted with errands that required ~peed, as
that had suddenly risen from the water.
in th e present case.
Owls hooted and frogs croaked, and now the weird figAway went Jack, like the wind, while Dick :prepa:rec.
ure seemed to be advancing over the water toward the men to give the enemy a great surp:rrise and check th(!ir advnnce
in the boat.
for a time.
Both g~.ve cries of alarm and began to row away as fast
Coming on in such force, .they would be li-f'ely to 1(![0
as possible, and great confusion ensued from each, not considerable dam.age i:E they were not checked befo:r-e Mawatching the other's stroke and rowing entirely independ- rion could arrive, and this was what Dick meant to do.
ent1y of each other.
"The getting of that keg of gunpowder was most forHowever, that soon settled itself after they had fouled tun.ate," he said to himself, as he sent Major across t1•"
the oars and lost one of them, and they went rapidly on bridge and descended the bank, where he had beenthe day
down the river, the boys beiDg no more troubled with before.
them.
'l'he head of the keg was started somewhat, and Dick
Ben and Sam laughed heartily at the fright of the two quickly stove it in more with the handle of his jackkni:fo.
Tory spies, as did the others who had been summoned by
Taking the neckcloth, he thrust one end into the powderrthe boys' signals.
and then pushed the keg further under the planks o.f the
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"Yes, Jack is perfectly trustworthy and will clo his best,"
bridge, and put two or three heavy stones against it,
the young captain. "I belieYe his mare will take as
said
leaving air-holes for the £use.
interest as Jack himself, knowing that much depends
much
was
there
and
rush
a
with
on
coming
were
enemy
The
upon her speed."
little time to spare if Dick's scheme was to succeed.
Lighting a sulphur match, he set fire to the £use and . The redcoats came on at length, evidently thinking that
there was only a small force opposed to them, and that
hurried away.
this .would quickly retreat when they advanced.
fairly
scampered,
he
bridge
the
OYer
Up the bank and
Dick knew that he would have to fall back eventually,
leaping into the saddle and dashing away as his quick ears
but he meant to hold out as long as he could and so give
caught the sound of suspicious sputtering.
On he went, and in a few moments he beard a thunder- Marion all the more time to come up.
"Stand firm, Liberty Boys!" he said. "Watson is a
ous report, and, looking back, saw a puff of dense white
fighter and will try to sweep us away at the first
desperate
into
up
shooting
go
timbers
of
mass
a
smoke and then
charge, so show him that we are made of better material
the air.
"They won·t cross yet awhile," he said, as he paused than he thinks."
The redcoats charged desperately, but the gallant lads
and looked back, seeing the scarlet uniforms of the enemy,
them with a tremendous volley, which had considermet
but hearing no clatter of hoofs.
effect, many gaps being seen in the enemy's ranks.. •
able
than
use
better
to
The keg of gunpowder had been put
redcoats pressed on, but the brave boys held firm for
The
work
Dick's
and
it,
intended
had
Tories
the
that to which
had been well done, and had proved effectual in keeping some time, and when they did fall back it was in good
order and without confusion.
the enemy back for a time.
They fell back slowly at first, the. enemy thinking that
short
The enemy would be able to bridge the stream in a
had reserYes within easy reach and so not following
they
prewas
patriots
the
trne, but every minute gained to
rapidly. ,
eious, and Dick's act had gained many for him.
Then, of a sudden, the boys went dashing off like the
He saw the redcoats hurrying this way and that, and at
wind, gaining a good lead on their pursuers.
length saw a number try to cross the stream.
The boys rode on at good speed till they reached a point
The bank was steep and slippery, howeYer, the stream
they could take up an advantageous position, and
where
atfew
.;wift, and the bottom treacherous, and after a
halted and prepared to give the redcoats a warm
they
here
up
gave
redcoats
the
it,
into
tempts to force their horses
reception.
trying to ford the creek.
Their muskets and pistols were all loaded and ready,
· Then men were sent here and there to get branches with
hich to form a temporary bridge, men being then sent their saddles were in perfect condition and eYerything was
out with axes to cut down trees with which to span the in good order so that no mishaps were likely to occur
stream, the bridge having been too badly broken to eYen through carelessness.
use a part in constructing another.
Up came the redcoats, looking for a way by which to
"They have lost some time," said Dick to himself, "and
young patriots, whom they
all this time Jack is flying along on his mare and getting reach the flank of the daring
scornfully called "rebels," but Dick had prepared for this,
nearer and nearer to the camp of the Swamp Fox."
Dick knew that Bob would go for the Liberty Boys, and and there was only one way that the redcoats could take,
th is leading straight toward the van.
these would be able to hold the enemy somewhat" in check
There was soon a rattle of musketry, the whistling of
ntil Marion arrived.
and a tremendous shouting, the plucky boys holdbullets
thought,
his
"We will do something, at any rate," was
th
ground ' manfully, until Dick saw that it was
eir
ing
and
entirely,
back
redcoats
"even if we do not hold the
better to fall back, the enemy being much superior to the
~very minute counts."
Liberty Boys in numbers.
Axes began to fly at length, and trees to fall, the inen
Away they dashed before the enemy were aware:-once
dragging the trunks forward as fast as they were trimmed
and shoving them across the creek, one alongside another. more gaining a lead on the TBdcoats.
Now there was the tramp of many horses, and Marion
All this was not done in a minute, however, and it was
seen coming on at the head of his hardy veterans,
was
cross.
to
able
were
redcoats
the
•ome little time before
Jack Warren occupying a prominent position and feeling
When Dick saw them coming o,er he dashed ahead, soon
hearing the rattle of accouterments and the clatter of hoofs, as proud as could be at having brought up the relief in
and at last seeing the blue and buff of the Liberty Boys, good time.
The boys divided ranks and let Marion's men pass
their baill'l.ers waving as they came on, and the bugles playand then it was seen that there were more than
through,
ing and the drums rolling as the boys saw him.
brigade, Sumter having sent a number of men
Marion's
Liberty
the
saw
they
soon
On came the redcoats, but
brave Swamp Fox.
the
help
to
reconnoito
halted
they
and
them,
meet
to
up
Boys drawn
Watson may have expected Marion, but it was very eviter, not knowing how many there might be of the enemy.
"The longer they wait the nearer Marion will be," said dent that he had not expected more, for he halted and drew
his men up in solid column, as if expecting an attack.
Dick to Bob. "You ha Ye not seen Jack yet?"
"It looks as if Watson did not altogether like the appearreliable.
thoroughly
is
and
"No, but he knows the way
of things," laughed Bob. "He has not had everything
ance
will
he
and
taste
his
to
thoroughly
is
this
n errand like
make the best time he can, knowing how much p.epends his own way so far, and I guess he thinks that he isn't
f going to have it all his own way now."
upon it."
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"He will have hard work in getting it, at any rate," said from the enemy, but early the next morning Jack Warren,
Dick.
patroling the shore of the island, heard a boat coming,
and in a short time saw it.
It contained the :figure of a young girl, who was rowing
vigorously and heading straight for the island, Jack soon
CHAPTER XI.
recognizing her as Prudence Andrews, the patriot girl,
THE ISLAXD ATTACKED.
who had helped them before and had given Dick valuable
information concerning the enemy.
Watson was evidently not prepared for the resistance he
"Hallo!" said Jack, coming out on the bank. "You
saw that he was now to meet, and he advanced cautiously, seem to be in a hurry o,er something, my girl."
as if feeling his way.
"Yes, I am," said Prudence. "Some o.f those rascally
The combined forces of the patriots did not equal his Tories have told the redcoats about the island, and they
own, but the' former were all determined men and :fierce are coming up the river in boats to attack you."
:fighters, which Watson well knew.
"Dick will have to 1.'""Ilow this," said Jack.
He was not certain how many more of the patriots there
Then he signaled fo the nearest Liberty Boy, and helped
might be in reserve, and he felt his way carefully, there- Prudence to land, as Ben came forward.
fore, as he came on, not wishing to take any risks without
"Prudence says that the redcoats are coming up theriver in boats, guided by Tories," said Jack. "Have yot1
being sure of his ground.
Marion did not give him much time to think, however, spread the alarm?"
but attacked him vigorously, soon forcing him to fall back.
"Ye~ but I did not know just what it was. The boys
The patriots were in no condition to pursue the enemy have repeated the signal~, and some have hurried to the
farther, however, and Marion halted, waiting for Watson camp to tell Dick. How far off are they, Prudence?"
to attack him again.
"Not very far. I overheard them plotting, and then I
This Watson did, but his position was not as good as saw the redcoats on the river and hurried away to a place
where I had a boat, and came right along. I came faster
before, and the hardy patriots gained another adrnntage.
Again they paused, waiting for the British to come on, than they did, for I knew the river better, and then I could
and meaning to tire them out by repeated attacks.
follow channels which they could not, and so gained conThen the Liberty Boys took up positions in the woods siderable time."
and behind fences and bushes, :firing upon the enemy from
"Are there many of them?" asked the boys.
safe hiding-places, and doing a good deal of mischief.
"Yes, quite a number, a dozen or twenty boats, big ones,
Many of Marion's men kept up the· same tactics, Sum- and each onB full of redcoats."
"They cannot get very near the island with them," reter's men advancing upon the enemy as often as they fell
back before the galling fire of the hidden sharpshooters. marked Jack, "except at the upper end, and there we can
At length, however, Watson gathered his full force in pour a hot :fire upon them and greatly bother them."
Harry Thurber, Harry Judson, Sam Sanderson and
solid column and pushed on vigorously.
Then the patriots fell back, some to a swamp, / where tl'i"O or three more of the boys now came up and wanted
the redcoats were unable to follow, and others to a wood, to know what the alarm was about.
where they could keep up a. hot fire on the enemy with
"Go and tell the captain that the redcoats are coming
little chance of being dislodged.
up the riwr in boats, guided by Tories," said Jack. "There
Then the Liberty Boys, by :Marion's orders, made a must be two or three hundred of them in big batteaux."
detour and attacked Watson's flank, being able to do conThe two Harrys ran off at a lively speed to spread the
news, and more boys appeared on the bank, all greatly
siderable damage before ·being forced to fall back.
They made their escape into a swamp, and by this time interested and excited.
Watson had become convinced that he could do little
"Well, we met the redcoats and sent them back," said
with his persistent foes, and fell back to his former camp Paul Benson, "and now they want to pay us up for it."
"They will have some trouble in getting on the island,
"'" ~it ·the arrirnl of Tarleton or some other British
I fancy," declared Phil Waters, "and if they do, we can
1eJder, whom he expected to join him.
• By this time the day was well on and the Liberty Boys leaYe, I guess. This isn't the only good place for a camp.»
"No, of course not, but we don't want to be driven off,
returned to their island retreat, well satisfied with what
all the same," muttered Lishe. "We'll make a pretty good
they had done.
"We did not rout them," observed Bob, "but we showed fight for it, I guess."
"There they are, boys!" whispered Will Freeman. "Don't
them what we could do, and they won't be so bumptious
let them see us."
after this."
A number of boats were seen coming up the river at
"The Liberty Boys made a. good stancl," replied Dick,
this moment, the scarlet uniforms of the British being
"and I don't think I need be ashamed of them."
"It will make Watson cautious," declared Mark, "and plainly seen through the trees.
The boys secreted themselves, Prudence's boat being
he probably will think less than ever o.f ::\Iarion's way. of
hauled up out of sight.
:fighting."
"There they are, sure enough, my girl!" said Jack to
"Because it is not his own," laughed Bob. "These
Britons think that their own ways are the best and will Prudence. "You were right, as you always are when you.
tell us anything. You're an ally worth having, and the
never change them."
The boys rested quietly that njght, there being no alarm boys would do anything for you."
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"What's the use of being a patriot if you don't do some- You have come here to drive us out, but are not to be
thing, Jack?" retorted Prudence. "If I'd been a boy I'd driven out except by overwhelming numbers. Get back,
b.ave been one of you, but I'm not, and so I do all I can as or I give the order in five seconds!"
a girl. Some folk& say that girls are no good and can't
There were other boats coming on, and now the captain,
do anything."
who seemed to be in charge of the e}qiedition, gave rapid
"'Ehey are very much mistaken," laughed J ack, "for orders to the boats below to attempt a landing and to fire
some girls are as good as boys or better, and can do a lot upon the boys.
to help things along."
The leading boats drifted down stream, and now HawsThere was a signal from Bob at that moment, and a ley ordered the men to fire and at the same tinie to advance.
number of the boys came up cautiously.
There was a rattle of musketry along the shore and sudT hen Bob came and said:
"W ait till you see what the redcoats are going to cfo, denly every boy disappeared.
The boats came on, the redcoats thinking that the boys
'boys, before firing. If they start to land here, let them
have it! If they go on, keep quiet till you get a signal." had fled and that it would be an easy matter to land.
The boats came steadily on, the boys remaining quiet
"Fire!" came the sudden, sharp order, although no one
and not showing themselves, although it was evident that could be seen.
Crash-roar!
there would be something to do before very long.
'rhe boat s passed the point where th~ boys were- hidden,
The bank seemed fairly to blaze, and there was a thun'.l rough-looking man in one o.f them pointing up stream derous volley, which echoed along the river and from the
toward where the river turned, there seeming to .IJe no woods opposite and beyond.
·
Some of the redcoats fell into the river and some ~ank
way through at that point.
Bob saw Captain Hawkbiey in one of the boats, and mut- into the bottom of the boats, which advanced despite the
tered:
reception they had had.
Then a rattling pistol volley followed, and although the
" There's that troublesome redcoat. I'd like to catch him
.rnd give him a fright."
redcoats fired repeatedly they could not see that they hit
"I think he has had several, by the way he has always anything, while the -shots of the plucky boys rarely missed.
run away when we have attacked him," softly laughed Jack.
The lower boats could not get near enough to land their
Farther up the river there was a point where the river men, and were exposed to the fire of the sturdy boy8,
wag deeper close in to the bank, and it was evident that while those headed for the landing were forced to advance
the redcoats meant to make a landing there, the guides ap- in t he face of a deadly fire, and the attempt seemed fool11
parently knowing the island and just where they could go hardy in the extreme.
.;.sl ore.
j Many of the rowers were disabled, and the boats began
As yet there was no sign fr om the boys that they kn2w to drift down stream again, the boys below refraining from
of the boats, and the latter went on rapidly.
firing upon them so long as they did not fire.
At length they began to move in toward shore, and it was
The boats gathered off shore something well below the
evident that the ·redcoats had selected their landing place, landing, and a heavy fire was sent toward shore from them,
and were about to make an attack upon the island and the the captaiIJ. evidently meaning to land under cover of the
camp f the Liberty Boys.
fusillade.
When they were within a length or two of the shore, howThe boys were quickly withdrawn from below, where it
,ver, a number of the boys suddenly arose and in a moment was not possible to make a landing, and massed above,
Yr uwo others were seen below, and then more still till the getting ready, rapidly, to receive the?redcoats.
sh(!)t'e s.eemed lined with them.
"'l'hey cannot land below," said Dick, "and if they
Signals had been given, but these were unknown to the should manage to force a landing here, we can get away at
redcoat.•, and the appearance of the boys was a decided another point, and all they will do will be t1,.. drive us
snrpri::ie.
off the island, not capture or conquer us. I never close a,J_!
"What do you want ?" demanded Dick.
ways out when I make a camp."
._
«~urrender, you miserable rebels!" answered Captain
\Vhile the lower boats poured in a heavy fire where the1.i
Hawksley. " We know your retreat now and we mean to were none of the boy-s to receive it, the upper ones dashed
toward the landing, where the whole force was gathered,
ro\lt you out of it and hang the lot of you. Forward !"
T he bank sudq,enly bristled with muskets, and now more ready to meet them.
md more boys appeared above and below the landing.
On dashed the redcoats, thinking to reach the shore
"Take aim !" said Dick.
under cover of the fire below, but all of a sudden the boys
The men refused to row with such evident de-struction arose again and poured a hot fire upon them.
starmg them in the face, and held water, the boats driftThe men in the boats below, seeing that they were wastmg' slowly down stream, as the current here was quite ing their fire, now came up stream to join the others, but
:.trang '
the boys met them with a pistol volley and prepared to gfre
This· was the only available landing place within sight, them a warm reception if they persisted in trying to make
a landing.
:rnd even as the boats went on the men were in danger.
Just now a new foe appeared, for all of a sudden a numT!iey would be obliged to go within easy gunshot of the
.ahore, and they all knew the character of the boys as marks- ber of Marion's men appeared on the main and began pour:nen, ha ing had bitter experience in that regard. ·
ing a heavy fire upon the redcoats, who were well within
"Put back !" cried Dick, "or I will order the boys to fire. range at this point.
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Being e1sposed to a hea,vy cross-fire, the redcoats ex"There is no telling what they may be doing," declared'
perienced considerable loss, when the captain, with the the young captain, "especially after the repulse we ga-vs
instinct of sel£-pres.ervation strong in him, ordered the them this morning, and I think it is just as well to keep·
boats to pull down stream in, haste.
our eyes on them."
As , soon as they were under way the foing ceased, the
The boys agreed with Dick and were glad ·to be with
boys giving a hearty cheer, which was echoed from. the him, as there,was always the.prespect 9f an adventure rwhen
opposite bank, where Marion's men now began making their they were in his company.
way along the bank, ready to pick off the enemy.
They.passed the new bridge, which the •enemy hac"Hmilt
to replace the one which Dick ha-d blown up, and later
came to the cabin where they found Prl!ldence anti · 'oor
mother and the boys all having a lively chat
OHAP'.11.ER XII.
Dick asked the boys ·if they had seen anything ,of>-hhe,
enemy along the river and learned that they had not.
TlIE CAJ?TU.RE OF JiliAWH:SLEY.
"I think we will go a .little farther, boys,'' said Dick,.
"and see if there is anything going on. Better not · rwait·
The attack on the island had resulted disastrously to the too long, boys," to the o.thers, '•for y0u have no horses,
redcoat.'> thus far, aiid there were signs thatJthey would and if the enemy should . appear you would have · to- !llUD
u.:ffer still more if the patriots on she.re got them •within for it till you reached your ·boat."
range.
"All right, captain," said the boys, and then Diebweni
)Jiarion·s men now went :ga1loping along shore with the 0n with the two Harrys, Ben, Sam, Jack .and Will, all
intention of picking off more of the redcoats, an..d shots soon being well mounted and a:ble to giive the redaoats a :raoo, ,if
began to rattle .almost continuously, one after another 0£ they were pursued.
'
the redcoats being hit, their coUT.se down the river being
Going on at a good pace, the boys sa.w no signs· -of the
beaet wci.th many dangers.
enemy till Dick suddenly reined in and said, quickly:
After they left the island t}ley were a,ble to get farther
"Be careful, boys ! There are redcoats ahead, but 1
from shore and so escape some part of •the peril they had don't know how many."
been in, but as there were some long shots among Marion's
"Where are they, captain?" asked Jack.
men, tJae enemy continlITed to lose men at intervals for
The bQys had all halted and were at the side, 0£ the ·,road'
some little time.
under the trees, out of sight of any one advaucing.
At length, however, it was difficult for the sharpshooters
"Did you notice a house at the side of the r.oad near s.,
to keep close to the bank, and the boats drew farther and little lane, not far ahead 0£ us?"
' .,
farther a,way, and there were no more men pieked off by
Ben and Sam had seen the place, but not the others, as
those on the bank
they were behind when Dick suddenly halted.
The Liberty Boys fired no shots after the boats had
"I saw a scarlet uniform at the window," continued·
turned, being well satisfied with what they had already Dick, "and some of the redcoats are regaling them.selves
done, but they watched the men on shore until they were there, no doubt, but I don't know how many. That we
too far off to be distinguished.
must determine by a cautious survey 0£ the place."
At length the men ·retmned, and Dfo:k sent over a numHe then direct8d Ben and Sam to make their wm.y
her 0£ boats to bring them to the island, where they were through the woods to the lane and get to the rea.r of the
invited to take dinner with the Liberty Boys.
l1ouse, the two Harrys to work along the same way to thti
Patsy had Toast pig and sweet potatoes, corn bread and front.
roasted apples, and other things for dinner, the guests of
Jack and Will were to go through the open wood& on
~e L~u:Eoys greatly enjoying the feast as well as the the other side of the road till they reached the house and
company theJ were in, and when they went away they then wait for him.
promised to invite Dick and all the Liberty Boys over to
The boys went ahead, and when Dick thought they had
their camp the first time they had anything extra to eat.
reached the house he set out on Major and went dashing
"I think that we are safe enough on the island," said along the road at a gallop.
Dick, "and I do not believe we need leave it as long as we
Near the house, he heard a signal from Jack, which told
are in the neighborhood."
him that only two redcoats had been seen.
"Not as long as we have such a good patriot to warn
In a moment Ben signaled that there were two horses
us of the corning of the enemy as Prudence is, at any at the barn in the rear, and that they belonged to redco ats.
rate," laughed Bob.
On dashed Dick and halted in front o:f the house.
The patriot girl had remained to dinner with the boys,
At once out rushed Hawksley and another o~cer, springwho had really insisted on it, and now some of them offered ing at Dick to capture him.
to g.o down the river with her and see her safe home.
"Surrender, you rebel!" cried the captain, whipping-out
Prudence was glad enough to have ihem go with her, al- a pistol and seizing Dick's bridle rein.
though she declared that it was safe enough to go alone
The young patriot captain gave a shrill whistle am:! at
now that the redcoats had gone.
once Jack and Will came running across the road, while
Three or £our of the boys went with her in a boat 0£ the two Harrys came .flying around the corner of-the house.
their own, Dick taking half a dozen of the boys and going
"Not yet, captain," laughed Dick, striking down t}Je
by the road to eee if the redcoats were up to any more , captain's arm.
mischief.
I
Then Ben and Sam ran up, Ben saying:
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"There were only these two, captain. Will you have
He was going to start at once, and Dick promised to folthe horses?"
low and join him as quickly as possible.
"Yes, Den."
Both the British officers gave their parole, but many of
Hawksley, finding himself suddenly surrounded by Lib- the boys doubted i£ Hawksley would keep his.
erty Boys when he had expected to capture Dick, atDick hurried back to camp with the boys, and in a short
tempted to escape, but was promptly tripped up by Jack time afterward the Liberty Boys were on the march.
and £ell on his £ace in the dusty road.
In a moment the jolly Liberty Boy was sitting on the
·mall 0£ the captain's back and holding ilim down most
CHAPTER .XIII.
effectually, while he took away his pistols and sword.
A DA.SIII~G AFFAIR.
'l1 he two Harrys secured the other redcoat, and now a
woman came out 0£ the house, as Ben brought up the horses
It was some distance to the Edisto River, and 1\Iarion
and said:
was making a forced march so as to relie,e Harden as
"Well, I'm just glad you came along, captain. These quickly as possible, but the Liberty Boys were used to
here two redcoats have been making free with e,erything making £orced marches, and they went on with great rapidin the ho ttse and ordering 0£ me around like I was a negro ity.
Rapidly as the Swamp Fox was marching, the plucky
slave and hadn't no rights whatever."
"Let the captain up, Jack,'' said Dick. "Call up the boys caught up with him and pushed on without showing
the least fatigue.
horses, Sam."
The name 0£ Colonel Harden was as great a terror to the
Jack released the captain, who got up very red in the
enemy in his district as was l\Iarion's in the neighborhood
face and very dusty as well, and sputtered :
"Is this the way to treat a gentleman, you impudent 0£ the Santee and Pedee rivers, and Major Fraser had
determined to subdue the daring partisan .
:oung rebel?"
Arriving near the £erry, where Fraser had his camp,
"Perhaps not," said Dick, drily, "but I never knew you
farion
perceived that he had a ,ery strong position and
had any claim to being one."
that strategy would be needed to dislodge him and help
The captain reddened at the rnry proper answer, and
the Beaufort colonel.
just then the boys' horses came up and Dick said:
"You are noted as a spy, captain," he said to Dick, "and
"Mount, boys! I think we have remained long enough."
here is a chance to do some good work for the cause."
The captain got into the saddle with a very bad grace,
"I am always ready to do that, general," .returned Dick.
Jrumbling and snarling, his companion saying nothing,
"I want you to go to Fraser's camp," said Marion, "asand then they all rode away, Dick hearing the clatter 0£
certain his foll strength and position and find out any
hoofs behind him, although the rest heard nothing as yet.
weak points that there may be. It is a dangerous missioo,
The boys went on and at length reached a point oppobut I know that that will not hold you back. Be cautious,
site the island and hailed the boys.
however, £or I need you."
Some of the latter came over and the prisoners and their
Dick disguised himsel£ in the ordinary clothes 0£ the
horses were taken across and to the camp.
region, took a horse not likely to attract attention, and
The boys wanted to how how Dick happened to surprise
set off at an easy pace for Fraser's camp.
the captain, Mark saying, 'm1der his breath:
On the way he came to a tavern where he saw a number
"The follow must have been asleep, £or he h~s always of redcoats
and others, whom he judged to be Tories, sitrun, hit1erto, at the first sign 0£ danger."
ting at tables, eating, drinking and puffing at long, clay
Hawksley remained glum and taciturn, but the other pipe,-.
officer tried to make the best 0£ things and to be friends
Lca,ing his horse outside, he strolled carol . · ·;.,5ntg_ ~
with the boys.
main tap-room and took a seat in a corner pe~l+to a group
Both prisoners were well guarded, and neither had the 0£ redcoats.
least chance 0£ escape, the boys watching them too closely.
A girl who was waiting on the redcoats, or rather who
There was no further attempt made to attack the boys had been~ but was now standing near, admiring them,
n the island retreat that night, and in the morning Dick glanced o,er toward Dick and then continued her admirawent over to Marion·s camp with the prisoners and a num- tion 0£ the redcoats.
ber 0£ the Liberty Boys, Bob remaining in charge 0£ the
"We'll get the best 0£ the saucy rebel soon," said one,
camp.
presently, ignoring the admiring glance 0£ the girl, "and
Marion was glad to see Dick, and said:
then we'll turn our attention to others and send them
"Colonel Harden, 0£ Beau£ort, is in trouble at Parker's flying into the swamps."
Ferry, on the Edisto, being closely pressed by iliajor Fraser
"Yes, this presumptuous rebel has no chance whatever
and a British force 0£ five hundred. I am going to relieve with us, and-jove ! I was going to show you a letter that
him, Captain Slater, and would be glad to have you ac- I had from an admirer 0£ mine. Bless me, i£ I have
company me with the Liberty Boys."
not forgotten it. She says something about some rebels
"I shall be glad to do so, general, Dick replied.
who she says are coming-pity I le£t it in my quarters."
The prisoners were paroled, Marion being in haste to
" Bother the rebels, they can't do anything I" muttered
hurry across the State to the relief of Harden, and, there- the first.
fore, having no time to send the prisoners to Greene or
"Yes, what of the letter?" put in another.
Uillter.
"Bless me, i£ I can remernl:>er it, but it was very com-
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plimentary. If I had any one to send-hallo, boy! What
are you doing?" to Dick.
"Waitin' for that gal to get through lookin' at you all an'
to quit makin' eyes at you an' gimme something to eat,"
returned Dick.
The redcoats laughed, boisterously, while the girl
blushed crimson and said, gruffly:
•
"''ell, what do you want? Haven't you a tongue in your
head? Couldn't you have said something?"
"Reckon it wouldn't ha' done no good ef I had," with
a drawl. "You done seed me set down here, but you didn't
:Ul-Y no more attention than ef I hadn't. Gimme some
bread an' cheese, an' buttermilk."
The girl flounced away in anger, and the redcoats said
to Dick:
"Do you want to earn a shilling, boy, by running over
to the camp and asking Sergeant Greene to tell my man
Battles to give you a letter that he'll find in my portmanteau, the one superscribed with two hearts in the lefthand corner?"
"Reckon I could ef you could gimme a Line to the sergeant. I wouldn't know him from Sam,Hill."
"To be sure you would not," laughing. "Yes, I'll give
you one," and the officer to:ee a leaf from a dispatch book
and wrote a line or two on it, handing it to Dick.
The young patriot captain hurried away, got his horse,
rode over to the camp, left his horse outside, and said to
the sentry:
"I got a letter to Sergeant Greene from Cap'n Knowles."
"Greene? Oh, there he is over yonder, the big man with
the red whiskers. H'm! your own name might be Green,
by your looks."
The sentry laughed again, and Dick went in, but did not
lmnt up the sergeant till he had taken a pretty good look
about the camp and learned much that was of value to him.
Then he delivered the note, saw the captain's man, got
the letter and went off, glancing over the important parts
of the epistle on his way.
The letter spoke briefly of the departure of some "re bels" to the relief of Harden, but did not mention Marion.
He returned with the letter to the tavern, where he
found the redcoats making merry as before, and almost for~11..,,; clay --hti b:ad been sent on an errand.
The captain gave Dick a shilling and then he ate his
lunch and listened to what was going on around him, not
learning very much, however.
He left at length and made his way back to bis own
;amp without difficulty, reporting at once to Marion.
"This is very important," said the general. "We shall
ha,e to employ strategy against Fraser, and here is where
f·ou can be of great use, captain."
t.farion then outlined a plan that he had formed, and
old Dick what part he and the Liberty Boys were to per'orm in it.
The young patriot then picked ·out a score or more of his
·astest riders, including Bob Estabrook, Mark :Morrison,
ack, Ben, Sam, the two .Harrys, Will, Paul and Phil, and
et off with them toward the camp of Major Fraser.
::.\Iarion and his men and the rest of the Liberty Boys
1eanwhile secreted themseh-es in a narrow, wooded place,
,hich afforded e,ery facility for an ambuscade and awaited
he coming of the enemy.
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It was Dick's office to lead Fraser into the ambuscade
and he set about the work with great skill.
Advancing boldly with bis boys, he made a dash at the
enemy's works, delivering a telling volley when within
short range and making a most belligerent demonstration.
Fraser came out in full force to punish the impudent
young rebels, as be called them, and the boys a.t first made
a stand, so as to draw the enemy on.
The boys led them on, going slowly at first as if unable
to get away, thus drawing on the unsuspicious redcoats.
On came the redcoats and dashed right in~ the jaws of
the trap set for them by the Swamp Fox.
At once the sharpshooters opened fire and great was the
destruction which followed.
Fraser and his entire force would have fallen into Marion's hands, but the patriots' ammunition gave out and
they were forced to allow the enemy to escape.
However, Harden was relieved, and when the re~coats retreated, Marion set out for the Santee once more, the Liberty Boys going with him.
Returning to the Santee, the young patriot captain made
a camp on the main instead of going back to his island
retreat, Watson having left his camp, thinking that Marion bad gone away.
Marion went back to his hiding-place in the Santee
swamps, and Die~ scouted about, lo.oking for the enemy.
Later Marion joined Greene at Eutaw Springs. where a
battle took place between the patriots and the British.
The Liberty Boys were in the fight and did gallant service.
During a part of the action a number of the enemy took
position in a stone house and the garden adjoining and
made a determined resistance, being finally driven out.
A part of Lee's Legion and the Liberty B~ys were engaged in this encounter at the garden., and Dick took a
number of prisoners.
Among them was Captain Hawksley, who bad given his
parole at the time of the departure of the Liberty Boys to
the relief of Harden.
Hawksley was put under guard and in attempting to
escape, shortly afterward, was shot dead by one of the sentries.
The Liberty Boys remained in the Carolinas for some
little time and at last went farther North, where they continued to do good service.
Prudence Ed wards remained a trusty friend to the patriots and a few years after the end of the war married an
honest Carolina farmer and settled down on the old plantation.
Rext \veck's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS
AFTER JOE BETTYS; OR, OUT FOR A SWIFT REVENGE."
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B :E .NE.A TH A

BLOT

By H0RACE AiPPLBTON
(CHAPTER lV-Oontinued)
"This never caused death," he mutitered. "Ha! W.hat have
we here?"
It was a tiny stream of blood, whtch he had not before observed, projecting itself along the matting on the office floor
from beneath the back of the deceased.
"Help me to turn the body, officer," he- said, addressing the
policeman. "We must see what this means."
The policeman complying wit.h this request, the body was
turned upon its face.
In the back, directly opposite the region of the heart, the
clothing had been penetrated by a dagger or knife.
"This ls more like it. The man has been stabbed," said
the detective, as with the aid of the officer he turned the body
again. "This must be reported at headquarters at once. Officer, I leave you in charge here. Mr. Shortliff, you had better accompany me, and that young man also."
He cast his eye about the office for Elmer Romayne.
But Elmer had gone.
Watching his opportunity while the attention of all had
been directed to the body, ·he had quietly slipped out of the
door.
.. I'll have to ask you to excuse me," said the bookkeeper,
with a siight show of nervousness. "I have an important
engagement--"
"But l can't excuse you. I may decide to arrest this Arthur Lyman and need your identification. Where does the
young man reside?"
.. At No. - Fifth avenue-his uncle's house."
"O,' course we won't find him there?"
.. 1'm not so sure of that. They have a ball at the house
to-night which he had arranged to attend. If you can excuse,
me for an hour I will engage to meet you at police headquarters in that length of time."
"Well, I suppQSe that will have to satisfy me," said the detective looking at his watch. ..- 1 shall expect you to be
prompt, Mr. Shortliff, for tnere is no telling how this affair

The street was, to all appearance, utterly deserted, save
for themselves.
Above them rose the structure of the elevated railroad,
w.hich here takes an abrupt curve from 'Front street into Coenties ' Slip.
· Close to where they stood was a farmer's wagon loaded with
hay, wh,ich having lost a wheel, lay tilted over on the sidewalk, upon which had falle11 a portion of the hay.
Ricb.ard Shortliff, tearing his arm from t.he man's grasp.
stared at b.Lm in unfeigned amazement.
"You-have-done-the-job," he repeated, slowly. "Jack
Butters, you lie! "
''No, I don't lie, neither. You just came from the store.
I seed you. You know old Crumley's dead, and I want the
reward."
"Do you mean to tell me that you killed Mr. Crumley'!"
"I put him out of the way-of course I did. One would
think you were playin' off surprised. Say, when am I to come
for my pay?"
"I don't know what you mean," answered Shortliff, trembling violently. "Mr. Crumley has been murdered in his office, it is true, and in another hour his nephew, Arthur LY·
man, will be arrested for the deed."
"Arthur Lyman!"
"Yes. There is proof enough against him to satisfy any
one. There is no doubt that he is t.he guilty man. You are
lying to me, Jack Butters, and I don't want to hear any more
of it. But if you will hold your jaw and let this arrest go
through, I will pay you a thousand dollars to-morrow."
,
As he spoke, Richard Shortliff, turning his back abr' _ v up- ·
vn the m;tn, hurried off down Front streef mu,e directio
of Broad.

"Hey! hold up!" ,:houted Butters, running after him. "Yo E
can't shake me off like that, Dick Shortliff! If you don't stop·Il
I'll yell out the whole business so that every one can hear.''
·' Be quiet, fool! " hissed the bookkeeper in great agitahun,
still continuing to walk, as the man gained his side. "Ain't
may turn."
you satisfied with my promise to pay when you have done no
"I'll be on hand," replied the bookkeeper, and leaving the work?"
office he hurried into the street.
"But I have done my work. It was me who did the job." t
His face had now assumed an expression of stupid bewilder"Again I say you lie. You can follow me till midnight, but ,
ment.
I sha'n't speak another word."
He walked like a man in a dream.
"Do you intend to pay me?"
Passing down Coenties Slip, now silent and deserted, to the
"For the last time I will answer you. I will pay you a "
corner of Front street, he was
out to turn into that thoroughfare, when a man sprang out from the shadow of a ware- thousand dollars at noon to-morrow if you will meet me at th i,
usual place. I'll not say another word here in the street.··
house doorway and grasped him by the arm.
His face was blotched and bloated, he was thinly clad in - "By gracious, but you will, though! A pretty piece of bus! r
ness when I do work for you and can't get my pay."
garments better adapted to summer than winter wear.
"Take your pay, fool!" hissed Shortliff, as he planted
"I've done the job, Mr. Shortliff," he exclaimed, hoarsely,
stunning blow between the eyes of the angered man, fellin
11 1ith a wary look about him.
him to the pavement.
There was no one in sight.
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Then taking to his heels he ran off down the deserted street
at the top of bis Epeed.
Without stopping to look behind him to ascertain the effect
of his blow. Ricba.ri;l Shortliff made the best of his way to
Whitehall street and ascended the steps of the South Ferry
station of the elevated railroa\l.
The Third avenue train, leaving a few moments later, found
him standing upon the platform with his back against the
car.
The train, contrary to the US\lal custom at this end of the
road, was crowded to its utmos.t capao~ty.
A noisy party of young ruffians, numbering some hundreds,
returning from some gathering in BropI.lyn was the caus~
It was this that had _ caused Richard Shortliff to tak~ his
stand upon the platform as hai;; bee11 said.
-" .\-.; the train rolled out of the station a loud ou~ry from,
insii;le the car attracted the attention of the brakeman.
A nuniber of the roughs had fallen upon each othe\· in a
free fight.
With intent to exerciSI" bis authority to quell the disturo·
ance, the brakeman entered the car.
As he did so the door of the next car was opened, and a
man stepped upon the platform and to Richard Shortliff's
side.
It was the ill-looking Mr. Butters.
His face was covered with blood from the effect of the blow
he had received. fierce anger blazed from his eyes.
"I owe you one, Dick Shortliff!" he hissed, thrusting his
bloated countenance close to that of the bookkeeper. "I owe
you one, and, by Heaven, you'll find I am a man that pays
my debts! I want that money now, do you understand? And
I want two thousand instead of one! ''
Pale as death Richard Shortliff faced him in utter silence.
The expression that overspread his countenance was that of
some animal brought to bay.
Beside themselves there was no one on the platform, the
I brakeman being fully occupied with the gang of roughs who
were howling like mad inside the car.
"Why don't you speak?" shouted Butters, raising bis arm
as though to strike. "If I can kill one man I can kill two,
and I'll kill you, Dick Shortli\'f, if you don't change your
tune."
)
"Hush! hush! You are mad! Do you want to finish us
both?•·
The words came hissingly, as Sb,ortliff moved a step, put, ing the man Butters between himself and the gate.
> "I won't hush! You struck me, and I'll kill you for it, if
ou don't pay me at once."
stt 0 ~ n · t got the money?"
"Then you can get it. I'll go with you to the house."
"You'll go where you can torment me no more, Jack Buters! ·• hissed ShorUiff, between his clenched teeth, and dartP g suddenly forward, he s.eized the man by the throat with
s left and pi11joned him aga,,i.nst the platfqrm rail.
There was no one ·w ho observed his act·on.
One glance at the windows of both cars was sufficient to
tisfy Shortliff of this.
With his disengaged hand be flung open the gate and thrust
Butters off the car.
llt The train had just entered upon the great curve at Coenties
1lip, and the platform extended a little beyond the edge of
e track.
As the man fell there broke from his lips a yell of despair,
is hand clutching the pocket of Shortliff's coat.
The pocket tore to the skirts of the coat, as the unhappy
retch fell to the street below.
Richard Shortliff closed the platform gate and leaned heavily
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against the side of the car, while the train swept around the
curve toward the station at Hanover Square.

CHAPTER V.
JOIIN KY TAWES.

No sooner had Richard Shortlift and the man, who bad
sprung upon him from the doorway of the warehouse, left the
side of the broken hay,wagon at which their first conversation
had taken place, than there emerged from among the hay a
being, in appearance altogether strange.
It was a boy, hideously deformed, whose ragged clothing was
entirely insufficient to shield him from the biting January air.
As he stood, he was not above four feet in height, his humpbacked body being out of all proportion to his shriveled, puny
legs, and long, skinny arms.
His head, which was abnormally large, was turned toward
the left shoulder from some affection of the cords of the neck,
yet his face was by no means ill-looking, assuming at times
an expression almost handsome, as he p eered down the street
after the forms of the two men, with his large, mournful eyes.
"Arthur Lyman in trouble!" he murmured. "That was what
they said. And they called him a murderer! As though one
so good C01.J.ld be guilty of so horrible a deed! "
For a moment be stood irresolute.
Then his eyes, turning up Coenties Slip in the direction of
the warehouse of Mr. Crumley, encountered the little crowd of
persons who still lingered about the door.
Running nimbly over the pavement toward them, he plucked
by the sleeve a burly truckman, who was talking animatedly
wit)l the porter of the adjoining store.
"What is it, Jack? " be exclaimed. " What's happened in
Crumley's? What's all the row about? "
"Hello, Jimmy Tawes! is that you ? Why, it's murder that's
the matter. That's what's the row."
·
There was . not a man in t he en tire n eighborhood who did
not know the wretched cripple, and from t he roughest among
them there was at ajl times for Johnny Tawes a pleasant word.
But wno was Johnny Tawes?
Ah! that was something the lad would have liked to have
known himself.
Johnny Tawes was born a nobody, and had succeeded in
maintaining that enviable position ever since.
His earliest recollections. were of the foundling asylum on
Randall's Island, following which were some years in the custody of a professional beggar, who occupied choice apartments
in a Baxter street tenement.
Finding the begging business distasteful, at the age of
twelve Master Tawes bad embarked in business himself.
Now he was turned eighteen, although to look at him it
would have been difficult to have fixed his age, and was engaged in business still.
His especial line was junk-junk cin a somewhat limited
scale.
He had an acquaintance with every business house in Coenties Slip and the streets adjoining, and removed their waste
paper each day.
Beside this he did chores for the various saloon-keepers, and
occasionally light work about the docks.
Some days he earned enough to buy food and a bed in the
News Boys' Lodging House, on other and lei;;s fortunate days,
not.
And many was the nickel and dime bestowed in charity upon Johnny Tawes by the good-natured clerks about the slip,
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among whom Arthur Lyma:e. bad always stood his especial
When he once made up his mind to do a thing he usually
friend.
did it at one~
In short, Johnny Tawes was one of the institutions of CoenAs he arrived at the conclusion noted above and was about
ties slip, and was known to every one doing business therein, to start to put his purpose into execution, an up-bound train
from the richest merchant to the poorest 'longshoreman who swept around the curve of the elevated road.
Jmng around its docks.
Johnny, attracted by the sound, raised his eyes to the track.
As the truckman spoke Johnny's big eyes opened wide.
As he did so he heard a loud cry above him, and a man fell
" Murder! Who's murdered? " be whispered in an agitated from the platform of one of the cars, landing upon the top of
tone.
the pile of hay.
·
"Why, old Crumley, to be sure-the meanest man in the
His falling body was followed by what appeared to be a wad
slip. It's a small loss, I say, though I'm mighty sorry for of paper, which dropped at the feet of the boy.
that bright lad, his nephew, all the same."
"Great gosh! how fortunate!" exclaimed Johnny Tawes,
"Do you mean Arthur Lyman? "
running toward the end of the load of hay upon which the
"Of cour&e I do."
man had fallen.
"And why are you sorry for him?"
"Are you hurt, mister? It's blame lucky this hay was here
"Because they say he did the murder, lad. I suppose the or you'd have been killed fer sure."
old man aggravated him, for he flung a big stone ink-stand at
"No, I ain't hurt!" growled the '1man, scrambling off the
his bead."
top of the load; "but I'll hurt somebody before this night is
'"And killed him?" said the hunchback in awe-stricken tones. over, or I'll know the reason why!"
"And killed him dead, bub-that's just how it is."
Leaping to the pavement, the man st~rted on the run across
Evidently the truckman was not informed as to the latest the slip, in tile direction of Hanover Square.
developments in the Orumley affair.
"Well, by gracious! I wouldn't want to fake that chance, "
With the crowd outside the door the inkstand theory had muttered the boy, as the runner disappeared in the distance.
received full credence; the fact that the deceased had been
As be spoke, his eyes chanced to light upon the wad of
discovered with a knife wound in his back, had not yet reached
paper which had fallen from the train with the man, and now
their ears.
lay upon the sidewalk at his feet.
"There goes the detective what's onto the case now," whisJohnny Tawes, yielding to a natural feeling of curiosity,
pered the truckman, as Timothy Chase, buttoning up his over- picked up the paper and held it up to the light of a neighborcoat, emerged from the door. "He's a keener, he is. It will ing street lamp.
go hard with Arthur Lyman, once he gets his grip on him."
As he did so his great eyes opened wider than ever before.
And John Tawes waited to hear no further.
The wad of paper was nothing less than a great roll of bills,
Shambling off down the street he returned to t~e broken all of the denomination of one thousand dollars, and fasten ed
hay wagon again.
together by an elastic band.
Perhaps he had some idea that he might catch a further I
glimpse of the two men whose conversation he had overheard. 1
But his interview with the truckman had occupied ,several
1
minutes, and the men of course wei:e gone.
CHAPTER VI.
It had been a bad day for Johnny. In fact it had been one
of a succession of bad days.
JACK BUTTERS TUR::l'S UP AGAIN.
For more than a week he had not earned a cent.
Food for him was easy to obtain, for every saloon-keeper
The guests at Madame Crumley's ball crowded into 1he little
in the slip stood ready to give him a meal, but a place to sleep reception room in a state of intense excitement.
was altogether another thing.
Arthur Lyman, the nephew of the master of the house. arWhether Johnny regarded the load which had fallen from rested on a charge of murdering his uncle!
the broken hay wagon as a bed especially designed for his acIt seemed almost beyond belief.
commodation or not we cannot say; but certain it is that at
Meanwhile Madame Crumley had fainted, falling, a heap
the moment in which Richard Shortliff had encountered his of corpulence, blazing jewels and shimmering silk to the floor
friend, Mr. Butters, he bad been lying upon this by no means of the reception room.
uncomfortable bed, half covered with the hay.
But her daughter, at this trying juncture,
It was thus that he had chanced to overhear the conversa- acter scarce to be looked for in pne so young.
tion which passed between the pair, which had occasioned
Stepping up to Arthur Lyman, she laid her delicate white
him so much disturbance of mind.
hand upon his manacled wrists, and turning, faced the guests.
Johnny Tawes leaned against the forward wheel of the
"He is innocent," she said, slowly and distinctly. "I want
wagon.
all present to understand that I believe Arthur Lyman, n1'·
"I ought to warn him that the cops is after him," he mut- affianced husband, wholly incapable of this terrible deed."
tered. "He was the best to me of any feller in the slip. If
The guests remained lost in wonder. The announcement
he got mad and chucked the inkstand at old Crumley, no one
of an engagement of marriage under such circumstances was
can blame him. I don't believe he meant to kill him, and I'll
entirely irregular, so far as society's rules were concerned.
help him if I can. ·
"Bless you for those words, Louise," whispered Arthur,
"Maybe he didn't do it," he added, musingly, "and if the
his eyes filling with tears. "You are a dear, brave girl, but it
detectives are after him they'll work up a job on him sure.
is no more than I should have expected. You are my affianced
I'll go up to his house on Fifth avenue, where he give me the
wife from this moment. Nothing but death shall part us
clothes, and just tell him he'd better light out at once."
From this it would appear that if Arthur Lyman had no now."
For the moment Detective Timothy Chase had obligingly
other friend in Coenties Slip, he at least had a friend in
turned
his head away .
.Johnny Tawes.
( This story to be continued in our next issue.)
Now, Johnny Tawes was a young man of action.
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